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THE LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC
CAMPBELL
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SUBMITTED

Turk Decides to

TOW

Yield to the Demand of

FOR SECRETARY OF WAR

TO THE FIFTY- -

llllllll COIOESS

Immense Steel Roof of London
Station Collapsei With
Dite Effect.

OF THE UIIITEO STATES

The Powers
Charles A. Peabody for President rf th
Mutual Lite Co. Money Pud to
Prevent Suit

Sir Henry
n
Haw the
king at Buckingham Palace
this mommy: and accepted the
task of forming a new cabinet,
London, Dec. 4.

DEFINITE POSITION ASSUMED THAT THE
STRONG GROUND TAKEN ON THE RATE REGULATION QUESTION.
POWER TO FIX A MAXIMUN RATE IS WITHIN THE LEGITIMATE FUNCTION OF THE
HONESTY EXALTED,
GOVERNMENT,

DECLARATION

OF THE IMMEDIATE UNION OF ARIZONA AND NEW MEXICO, AND OF OKLAHOMA AND INDIAN
ADVOCACY OF A CONGRESSIONAL LAW PROHIBITING GAMBLING IN THE
INTO JOINT STATES,

IN FAVOR

Campbell-Bannerma-

Constantinople Dec. 4.
The council of ministers has
agreed to yield to the demand
of the powers in principle, but
the sultan has not yet issued
an irade approving the action.
It seems the war minister refuses to sign a ministerial note
on the subject and the sultan
"
is said to be awaiting unanimity on the part of the minister

before

sanctioning their

actions.
.

NEW YORK. The Werald today
Rays: "Charles A. Peabody has been
selected as the next president of the
Mutual Life. Unless the program prepared by the trustees yesterday Is
changed Peabody will be elected at a
F.
meeting of the board
Cromwell, the now acting president,
and Emwill be made
ery McCHhtock the company's actuary,
fieoond '
Peabody is
well known in this city as a banker
and railroad man.
,
SEW YORK. George D. Eldredge,
vice president of the' Mutual Reserve
Life Insurance Co., testified before
the insurance investigating committee
that the Mutual Reserve paid
$15,000 to a Mr. McDonald of Phila
delphia in 1899 to avoid suit by the
policy holders to oust Frederick A
Burnham from the presidency of the
Mutual Reserve company..
t,

t.

.

to-da- y

Reception to

Great Incohnee
The reception in honor of the visit
of the great Incohonee, John W. Cher
ry, of Norfolk, Va., at the wigwam of
the local Red Men last night was a
splendid success and brought the mem
bers In large numbers. There were
visitors from Alabama, Kansas, Colorado, Indiana, Pennsylvania, and
and alt joined hands In welcoming the Great .Chief who entered
rtadlly into the .entertainment prepared for him. The degree work was
thoroughly exemplified by the local
tribe, and at Its conclusion was beautifully illustrated by the Great Incohonee. After listening to the words
of wisdom from the great chief, Sachem Mills In a few well chosen words
presented the Great Incohonee with a
small token of friendship, and all were
Invited to the banquet room, where refreshments were In abundance and
freely partaken of by the chiefs. The
supper was furnished by Mr. Hubbard
of the Meridian, and was voted the
very best the chiefs had partaken of
at a public function. The next visitor of the Rd Men will be District Deputy Crest Sachem A, ?. Charatte, of
Dallas, Texas, who will be In this city
within the next ten days with a view
of adopting a large class of pale faces.
Mr. Charatte Is considered one of the
most brilliant and well versed organizers of the great order, and during his
vtrlt in our city will put Red Cloud
Tribe, N'o. 4, awny over the one hundred mark. The Degree of Pocnhontfi
the ladles' auxiliary of the Improved
Order of Red Men, will soon be or
panlzed here, and with this addition
the Red Men wi'l become, one of the
foremost social lodges In Las Vegas,
of which not only the local tribesmen
will b proud, but the pale face world
:

as well.

The maximum temperature today
wns 63 degrees and the minimum 15
degrees. The weather will be fair tonight and Wednesday.

TER-TITOR-

ALMOST EVERY MATTER
DISCUSSION OF LABOR QUESTION,
OF PUBLIC INTERESTED ADVERT TO IN LONG AND ABLE DOCUMENT.

TERRITORIES.

Washington, December 5.
President Roosevelt was noti- fled at 11 o'clock today by a
joint commission consisting of
Senators Allleon and Morgan
and Representatives McCleary,
Littaurer and Williams that
congress had assembled and
organized and was ready to
receive any message he might
desire to deliver to it The
president expressed gratiflca- Hon at the convening of con- gress and requested the com- mittee to present his compll- ments to the two branches
and say he would communi- cate to them at once in writ- Ing.

The president's message was
read soon after the convening
of the senate. There was an
exceptionally large attendance
of senators, and moat of them
t
followed closely the reading of
the message by Secretary Ben- nett and his assistants, who
,
read as follows:

SENSIBLE

and since this country became a sep- which can with propriety be left In
arate nation
private hands. But neither do I be-It has been a misfortune that the ' lleve in the government flinching from
national laws on this subject have nvoranplnir nnv work when It heeomea
hitherto been of a negative or prohib- evident that abuses are sure to obtain
itive rather than an affirmative kind, therein unless there Is governmental
and still more that they have in part supervision. It Is not my province to
In their prohibitions coufounded what Indicate the exact terms of the law
"
should be allowed and what should which should be enacted; but I call
Corporations.
not
It is generally use- the attention of the congress to cerallowed
' The fortunes amassed through cor- less be
to try to prohibit all restraint on tain existing conditions with which It
porate organization are now so large
whether this restraint be Is desirable to deal. In my judgment
competition,
and vest such power in those that
or unreaaonable:
and the most Important provision which
reasonable
wield them, as to make it a matter of
such law should contain Is that
where
not
is
Is
it
useless
it
generally
necessity to' give to the sovereign
upon some competent adminshown that it
have
Events
hurtful
that is, to the government, which Is
istrative
body the power to decide,
secure
not
to
possible adequately
represents the people as a whole
upon the case being brought before it,
law
of
of
the
this
enforcement
any
some effective powe of supervision
whether a given rate
by a
over their corporate use. In order to kind by incessant appeal to the courts. railroad Is reasonable prescribed
If
and
and
just,
has
for the
Insure a healthy social end industrial The department ol justice
It is found to be unreasonable and unmore
attention
last
four
devoted
years
life every big corporation should be
to the enforcement of the antitrust just, then, after full Investigation of
held responsible by, and be accountthan to anything else. Much the complaint, to prescribe the limit
legislation
able to some sovereign strong enough
not be
has
been
accomplished; particularly of rate beyond which it shall reasonto control its conduce I am in no
lawful
to
maximum
the
go
been
effect
of
moral
the
sen He hostile to corporations. This is marked has
called
able rate, as It Is
an age of combination, and any effort the proscutlons; but it Is lncraslngly this decision to go commonly
within
into
effect
will
insuf
be
there
a
that
evident
very
to prevent all comblnat'on will bo not
a reasonable time and to obtain from
of
beneficial
ficient
la
result
the
way
only useless, but in the- end vicious, economic '
The successful thence onward, subject to review by
change.
because of the orotempt for law
to evade the the courts. It sometimes happens at
device
one
of
which the failure to enforce law in- prosecution
law
another de present, not that a rate is too high
immediately
develops
evitably produces. We should, more- vice to
same
the
purpose but thai a favored shipper Is given
over, recognize in cordial and ample What isaccomplish
case the
not
needed is
sweeping pro too km a rate. have
fashion the immense good effected by
would
the right to fix
or
of
hibition
arrangement,
good
every
corporate agencies in a country such bad, which may tend to restrict com this already established minimum
as ours, and the wealth of intellect,
maximum; and It would
petition, but such adequate supervl rate as theone
energy, and fidelity devoted ,to their Vision
or two such decisions
need only
will
as
and
prevent
regulation
the
service, and thei?fore-- noriwitUy
to cur railroad
commission
the
by
'
from
'lotion
competition
sen ce of thrubl bv th7l7of fleers be,n
of the" practice of alviaf
of
publlo-co- me conTjsmes
tn
trfinent
the
I
The'and directors.
corporation has
Improper minimum rates, f call your
8Un ,upeITl'
mi
lo stay, just as the trade union
attention to the fact that my proposal
w,u
abuses
vrvrwt other
hag come to stay. Kacn can do and, inatlon
is not to give the commission power
restriction
with
no
connected
way
has done great good. Each should be
to Initiate or originate rates generally,
Of
of
these
per
abuses,
competition.
favored so long as it does good. But
but to regulate a rate already fixed or
means
no
although by
each shold be shraply checked where haps the chief, is
originated by the roads, upon comthe
one,
only
overcapitalization
it acts against law and justice. ..
plaint and after investigation A heavy
dishonest
of
result
self
it
the
8o long as the finances of the na- generally
penalty should be exacted from any
tion are kept upon an honest basis promotion because of tha formyriad
coroporatlon which fails to respect
such
its
in
evils
it
train;
brings
no other question of internal economy
an
order of the commission. I regard
inmeans
an
often
with which the congress has the power overcapitalization
this
power to establish a maximum
to deal begins to approach In impor- flation that invites business panic; rate as being essential to any scheme
of
relation
conceals
It
true
the
always
tance the matter of endeavoring to
capital actual of real reform in the matter of railway
secure proper industrial conditions the profit earned to the
a burden regulation. The first necessity is to
creates
it
and
ly
Invested,
under which the individuals and es of
which
is a fer secure it; and unless It is granted to
interest
payments
pecially the great corporations doing
Is little use In
nZ
Th tile cause of Improper reduction in the commission thereat all.
h.,oina.B
Df wages;. It damages touching the subject
limitation
r
makers of our national constitution
the small investor, discourages thrift,
Illegal transactions often occur unprovided especially that- the regula
the forms of law. It has often
der
and
and
specu
garobljng
encourages
tion of Interstate commerce should,
that a shipper has been told by
come within the sphere of the general latlon; while perhaps worst of all Is
which it a traffic oft leer to buy a large quantity
the
tricklness
and
dishonesty
In
favor
Tne
arguments
government.
of some commodity and then after It
of their taking this stand were even Implies for harm to morals Is worse
has been bought an open reduction is
then overwhelming. But they are far than any possible harm to material
of
made In the rate, to take effect Immeof
the
and
Interests,
debauchery
enorof
view
In
the
stronger today,
dis
business
and
diately,, the arrangement resulting to
great
by
politics
mous development of great business
Is far worse than the profit of the one shipper and the
honest
corporations
In
form.
agencies usually corporate
actual material evil they do to one railroad and to the damage of all
Experience has shown conclusively any
the
Until the national govern their competitors; for it must not be
public.
that It Is useless to try to
in some manner which forgotten that the big shippers are at
ment
obtains,
and
supervision
adequate regulation
the congress may sug- - least as much to blame as any railroad
w,8dom
"these
j
of
great corporations by state the,
over big corpora in the niatter of rebates. The law
control
proper
actlon. Such regulation and super- gest,
commerce should make It clear so that anybody
In
Interstate
tlons
engaged
exer
be
can
vision
only
effectively
of can fail to understand that any kind
the
over
that
is,
great
majority
cised by a sovereign whose JuTisdlc..
,,
I
1,
1.
of commission paid on freight shiptlon is coextensive with the field ofjl,,c
to
ments, whether in this form or In the
iu
who
iw""om
hat
work of the corporatlons-tIs, by
form
of fictitious damages, or of a
I Via
I
not
Iavo ryilB.
natlnnttl
I am well aware of the difficulties concession, a free pass, reduced pas
that this regulation and supervision
of brokerage,
can be obtained by the enactment of of the legislation that I am suggesting, senger rate; or payment
considerwhile
Is
It
worth
Is
Illegal.
law by the congress. If this proves and of the need of temperate and
whether
It would not be wise to
ing
necesI
be
will
In
it
cautious action
certainly
Impossible,
securing it.
confer on the government the right of
sary ultimately to confer in fullest should emphatically protest against civil action
against the beneficiary of
form, such power upon the national Improperly radical or hasty action. a
rebate
for
at least twice the value
a
amendment
with
to
deal
The first thing to do is
propc
government by
this would help stop
of
the
rebate;
of the constitution. It would obviously the corporations engaged In the busialbo unwise to endeavor to secure such ness of interstate .transportation.
As what Is really blackmail. Elevator
an amendment until It is certain that I said In my message of December 6 lowances should be stopped, for they
now grown to such an extent
the result can not he obtained under last, the Immediate and most pressing have
the constitution as it now Is. The Ing need, so far ns legislation Is con that they are demoralllzng and are
laws of the congress and of the sev cerned. is the enactment into law of used as rebates.
The best possible regulation of
eral states hitherto, as passed upon some scheme to secure to the agents
would , of course, be that regularates
f
more
resulted
have
'the
such
the government
by
courts,
supervision
ten In showing that the states have and regulation of the rates charged tion secured by an honest agreement
no power In the matter than that the by the railroads of the country en among the railroads themselves to
national government has power; so gaged In Interstate traffic as shall carry out the law. Such a general
'hat there at present, exists a very summarily and effectively prevent agreement would, for Instance, at once
unfortunate condition of things, under the Imposition of unjust or unreason- put a stop to the efforts of any one
which these great corporations doing able rates. It must include putting big shipper or big railroad to discriman Interstate business occupy the
a complete stop to rebates In every inate against' or secure advantages
over some rival; and such agreement
of subjects without a sovereign, shape and form. This power to
wither any tat government nor the
rates, like all similar powers would make the railroads themselves
national government, having effective over fSe bitslnes world, should be ex- agents for enforcing the law. The
rcntrol over them. Cur steady aim ercised with moderation, caution, and power vested In the government to
should he by legislation, cautiously self restraint; but It should exist, so put a stop to agreements to the det
and carefutly und rtnen, but resolute- tint It can be effectively exercised riment of the public should In my
Judgment, be accompanied by power
when the need arises.
ly prseVeed In. to assert the
under specified conditions
n' the pBtkmal government by
The first consideration to be kept to permit,
careful
and
supervision, agreements
affirmative action.
be
,
In mind Is that the power should
In the Interest af the public.
and should he given to clearly
This Is only In form sn Innovation.
In my Judgment, the necessity
In substance it Is merely njestoraflon;
some administrative body. created by Rut,
this further power Is by
for
giving
ifcurliest time such legis- the congress. If given to tho present no means as
for from
great ns the necessity
lation of Industrial activities has been interstate commerce commission or
for giving the comlsslon or adminis
lawcommerce
of
a
action
the
In
Interstate
to
the
recornlzd
reorganized
other powers I have en
trative
making bodies; and all that I propose commission, such commission should umeratedbody
and It may well be
above;
la to meet the changed conditions In he made unequivocally administrative.
Inadvisable to attempt to vest this
IncomIn
n.Tt
I
as
will
believe
the
do
such fppnner
the government
prevent
In the commission or
monwealth abdicating the power It terfering with private business more particular power
sihas always po'srsscJ. rot only In this than necessary. 1 do not believe In other administrative body until It
In
before
the government undertaking any work
. (Contlned on page 2.)
England
country but also
Yet, while not merely admitting,
but insisting upon this, it is also true
that where there is no governmental
restraint or supervision some of the
exceptional men use their energies
not in ways that, are for the common
good, but in ways wnich UH against
this common good.

I

con-ferin- g

.

-

In-suc-

To the Senat

and House of Representatives: v,.:
;:.v.
,i ;,:;v.:;.,v.
The people of this country continue
tq enjoy great prosperity. Undoubtedly there will be ebb and flow in such
prosperity, and this ebb and flow will
be felt more on less by all members
of the community, both by the deserving and the undeserving. Against the
wrath of the Lord the wisdom of man
can not avail; In times of flood or
drought hqman ingenuity can but partially repair the dlsaste- -. A general
failure of crops would hurt all of ns.
Again, if the folly of man mars the
then those who are
general
innocent of the folly will have to
pay part of the penalty incurred by
those who are guilty of the folly. A
panic brought on by the sepeculatlve
folly of part of the business community would hurt the whole business
community. But such stoppage of
welfare, though It might be severe,
would not be lasting. In the long run
the one vital factor in the permanent
prosperity of the country is the high
Individual character of the average
American worker, the average American citizen, no matter whether his
work be mental or manual, whether
he be farmer or
business
man or professional man'
In our Industrial and social system
the interests of all men are so closely
Intertwined that In the Immense maman
jority of cases a straight-dealinwho by his efficiency, by his ingenuity and Industry, benefits himself
must also benefit others. Normally
the man of great productive capacity
who becomes rich .by guiding the
labor of many other men does so by
enabling them to produce more than
they could produce without his guidance; and both he and they share the
benefit, which comes also to the public at large.' The superficial fact that
the sharing may be unequal must
never blind ns to the underlying fact
that there Is this sharing, and that
the benefit conies in Bonie degree to
each man concerned. Normally the
the man of small means
well
and- the average comuinii", as
s the average producer, are all alike
helped by making 'conditions such
that the man of exeepiional business
ability receives an exceptional reward
for, his ability.. Something can be
l
done by legislation to help tli
prosperity; but no such help of a
permanently beneficial character can
be given to the bssbs fclven to the les
able and Icfb fortunate, nave as the
reults of a policy whlrh shall Inure
lo the advantage? of a'l Inoustrlous and
effleirnt ppople whoact decently; and
this Is only another way of saying
thrt any bennfit which conies to the
lss fortunate must of necessity come
to the more abb and fortunate. If,
therefore, the less fortunate man I
moved by envy of Us more fortunate
bro'.her to sfrik? at tha conditions under which thry have both, thonsh
pronered, the result will asmay
suredly be that while waning
rotite to the one struck at. it win visit
wi:h an evtn heavier load the one
Taken as a
who strikes tiio.blow.
whol we must all go up or go down
together.
well-bein-

wage-worke-

r,

g

wage-earne-

Jtren-era-
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com-missio-
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get-an-
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I
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of-to-

,

reg-tila'-

sover-f"M-

General Strike of Kuuisn Railroader
Martial law Abolished in
PoUnd. U. P. Earnings.

nt

All the telegraphic news
sent today by the Associated
Press, with the exception of
the president's message, hat
been briefed in this office in
order to make space for the
However, every
message.
been
has
covered.
dispatch
The presiWashington.
dent sent to the senate the
name of Elihu Root for secretary of state, Cbas. J. Bone-pa- h
for secretary of the naty
and all recess appointments.
Rep. Hepburn will introduce emergency appropriation
bill for Panama canal tomor-

-

-

f
1
,

-

er Luxemburg was wrecked
ot Amberst harbor.
Thirteen lives lost.'
Washington. The Callfornlans In
Congress have agreed to support a bill
excluding from the United Mates Ja- -

panes and Koreans.
Elk River, Mlnn.C. D. Crawford
was ' hanged
for murder of
Heine Luden In a box car, Nov, lu,"
lm,. , Sheriff minted and oal4
to-da-

pull Um drop.- w--

.

s

.

y

,.,. -

Wares
general strike of ail
railroad employees In thw empire is
urged by the leaders to begin at midnight
NflV YORK. The '.Ttlon V lifts
Railway company for the year ending
June SO, last, shows gross earnings of
959,324,94, an Increase of I4,045,?1S
and net earnings of $27,462,235, an increase of 68u,447. After paying the
fixed charges dividends, etc., there remains a surplus of 17,219,282, an In- crease of $2,505,826.
A

t.

Marriage of Kitty.
The "Marriage of Kitty," presented
by sprightly Miss Johnson and her
clever company, was given last night
at the Duncan under difficulty. Never
theless, the fair sized audience
the performance. The company
arrived late and in order to keep the
audience from waiting beyond 9
o'clock came on for the first act In
their street clothes. Miss Johnson
was 111 from over work and the privations of a belated trip, and while
she carried out her role superbly, she
fainted on the stage near the close
of the last act, and the curtain was
rung down. The audience applauded
warmly when Miss Johnson retained
'
and finished the play.
The play itself is uproariously fun
ny In spotsand the cast Is good, although the gentleman who played Sir
Reginald Belslze, made a melancholy
attempt at the portrayal of the mannerisms of an English noble. He Is a
fair actor, too, and some of the coined y passages he did exceedingly well.

'

..

en-Joy-

James Wrlaht. a boiler maker

hInar

at the local Santa Fe shops, met with
a quite serious accklent yesterday
He was repairing the coal
morning.
passer of euglne 1015 and slipped and
fell off the tank, which is about eigh-

teen feet high. Several teeth were
knocked out, and his right wrist was
broken by his fall and he Is now confined to his home. Ho also suffersfroia
some severe bruises.
Eugenlo Romero returned to his
home at Mora
after spending a
couple of days In the city on business.
to-da-

The county commissioners met this
morning and after a short session, adjourned until Monday, Dec. 11th.'
A. Buddecke, president of
the
I,as Vegas Railway ft Power company
a
franchise
presented
asking for the
company the privilege of furnishing
lights and operating a railway service
In San Miguel county. A
committee
consisting of Commissioners .Rankin
and Martlnex, were appointed to
ihe franchlre and report at the
adjourned session Monday, No other
business of particular Importance was
transacted at this session.,
Wll-Ha-

m

con-sIH- er

7,

1

row.
London. The immense steel
roof of the (Charing Cross
station collapsed, killing several and injuring fifty.
Halifax, N. S. The steam-
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MESSAGE OF PRESIDENT THEODORE ROOSEVELT

BANNERMAN

Obstinate

EVENING, DECEMBER. 3, 1M)5.
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(
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QUALITY--THAT-
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))

THING

AND THE VERY BEST.

President's AWssagc
(Continued

ARC

ready possesses and la exercising
what I regard at by far the most lm
portant of all powers I recommend
as indeed the vitally Important power
that to fix a given maximum rate.
which rate, after the lapse of a reason
able time, goes into full effect, sub
ject to review by the courts.
All private car linen, industrial
roads, refrigerator charges, and the
like should be expressly put under
com
the supervision of the Inter-statmerce commission or some similar
body so far as rates, and agreements
practically affecting rates, are concerned. The private car owners and
the owners of Industrial railroads are
entitled to a fair and reasonnhla cnm- pensatlon on their Investment, but
neither private cars nor industrial
railroads nor sour tracks should be
utltllied as devices for securing preferential rates. A , rebate In icing
charges, or in mlleafee. or in a dlvi
ton of the rate ipr refrigerating
charges is Just as pernicious as a
bate in any other way! No lower rate
ahould apply on goods Imported than
actually obtains on domestic goods
from the American seaboard to Am.
tlnatlon except In case where water
competition Is the controlling Influence. There Should be publicity of
me accounts or common carters ; no
common carrier Vgaged in Interstate
business should keep any books or
memoranda other than those rennrted
pursuant to law or regulation, and
these books or memoranda should be
open to the inspection of the srovern
ment. Only in this way can violations
or avaaions of the law be surely detected. A system of, examination of
railroad accounts should be nrovlrfmi
similar to that now conducted into
im national banks by the bank exams
iners; a few
railroad accountants, if they had proper direction and proper authority to Inspect
books and papers, could accomplish
much in preventing willful violations
of the law. ft would not be necessary
for them to examine into the account
of any railroad unless for good reasons they were directed to do so by the
interstate commerce commission.
It
la greatly to be desired that some
way might be found by which an
agreement as to transportation
with.
.
in mm --atatn
...i vuucu ui u)ivrnie as a
we IntMitAjl
fraud upon the federal Interstate
laws could be brought under
the Jurisdiction of the federal authorities.
At present It occur
that
large shipments of interstate traffic
are contracted by concessions on ptire- ly state business, which of course
nuiuuuiB iu an evasion 01 tne- law.
The. commission, should have power
to enforce fair treatment by the great
.trunk lines of lateral and branch
lines.
I urge upon the congress the need
of providing for expeditious action by
the interstate commerce' commission
In all these matters, whether In regulating rates for transportation or for
transportation or for storing or for
handling property or commodities In
transit. The history of the, cases litigated under the present commerce
act shows that its efficacy" has been
to a great degree destroyed by the
weapon of delay, almost the most for- e

first-clas-

cam,-merc-

e

-

.

It la in vlnlnto Ilia law
Let me most earnestly say that,
inese recommendations are not made
in any spirit of hostility to the railroads.. On ethical grounds, on grounds
of right, such hostility would be Intolerable; aid on grounds of mere
national
we must remember thajt uch hostility would tell
against the welfare not merely of
Dome few rich men, but of a multitude
of small investors, a multitude of rail
WIlOSA ntirnnBA

stfi.-intere- st

way employes,
and
most severely ugalnrt the Interest of
the public as a whole. I believe that
on the whole our railroads huve done
well and not 111; but the railroad men
who wish to do well should not bo ex
posed to competition with those who
have no such dedre, and the only way
to secure this end is to give to some
government tribunal the power to see
that justice Is done by the unwilling
exactly at It Is gladly done by the
disaster,
Moreover, if romo govern country entail
willing.
ment la given Increased power the that I wish to see such supervision
effect will to furnish authoritative an and regulation of them In the interest
swer in behalf of the railroad when of the public as will make it evident
ever irrational clamor against it is that there Is no need for public owner-ship- .
The opponents of government
Talsed. or whenever ehargta made
against it are disproved. I ask this regulation idwell upon the difficulties
legislation not only In the interest of to be encountered and the Intricate
the public but In the Interest of the and involved nature ot the problem.
s;

honest railroad man and the honest
shipper alike, for it is they who are
chiefly jeoparded by the practices of
their dishonevt competitors. This leg
islation should be enacted In a spirit
as remote as possible from hysteria
and rancor. If we of the American
body politic are true to the traditions
we have inherited we shall always
scorn any eitort to make us hate any
man because he is rich, Just as much
as we should scorn any effort to make
us look down upon or treat contemptuously any man because he Is poor.
We judge a man by his conduct that
and not by his wealth
Is, by character
or Intellect. If he makes his fortune
honestly, there Is no Just cause of
quarrel with him. Indeed, we have
nothing1 but the kindliest feelings of
admiration for the successful business
man who behaves, decently, whether
he has made his success by building
or managing a railroad or by shipping
goods over that railroad. The big
railroad men and big shippers are
simply Americana of the ordinary type
who have devloped to an extra
ordinary degree certain great business
qualities. They are neither better nor
worse than thwlr ifellowcltizens of
smaller means.
They are merely
more able in certain lines and there
fore expoHed to certain peculiarly
These tempt a
strong temptations.
tlons have not sprung newly Into
being; the exceptionally successful
niiiuiin iiniimnil liuvu always utffll
posed to them; but they have grown
amazingly in power as a result of the
extraordinary development, of Indus'
trlallsm along new lines, and under
these new conditions, which the law
makers of old could not foresee- and
therefore could not provide against,
they have become so serious and men
acing as to demand entirely new
remedies. It is in the Interest of the
best type of railroad man and the best
type of shipper no les, than of the
public that thereshould be govern
mental supervision and regulation ot
these great business operation, for
the saute" reason that It Is In the In
terest of the corjwration which wishes
to treat Its employes aright that there
should be should be an effective em
ployers' liability act, or an effective
system of factory laws to prevent the
abuse of women and children. All
such legislation free the corporation
that wishes to do well from being
driven into doing III, In order to com
pete with its rival, which prefers to
do HI. We desire to set up a moral
standard. There can be no delusion
t
more fatal to the nation than the
the standard of profits, of busiIs
ness
sufficient
prosperity
or
in
and
business
judging
from rate
political
question
legislation to municipal government.
Business success, whether for the individual of for the nationals a good
thing only so far as It U accompanied
by and develops a hlgli standard of
conduct honor. Integrity, cvlc courage. The kind of business prosperity
that blunts the standart of honor,
that puts an Inordinate value on mere
-

delu-tha-

E8TAULIHIIKI), 1870.

THE
FIRST NATIONAL BANK
or
Creckttt Building. 6th St
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There are two classes ot femedies; those of known qua!-- ,
ity and which are permanently beneficial in effect, acting
gently, in harmony with nature, when nature needs assist
ance; and another class, composed of preparations of
unknown, uncertain and inferior character, acting tempo
rarily, but injuriously, as a result of forcing the natural
bt mnt eyrcntional Cit
fnnrtinn
.
....... nnnifss:irilv
. . ,.J , Oiia of
V.
known quality and excellence is the ever
the remediesof
r
i
ii..
nie n.i:
awornia
syrup or rigs, manuiaciureu
. ai. . py
C..
Cl ..pieasant
i
...ui.u
w
nail ificaciiia inc ttuivc principles ui
ij rijj jviujj vu.,
plants, known to act most beneficially, in a pleasant syrup,
in which the wholesome California n hlne fur-- j are use J rn con.
tribute their rich, yet delicate, fruity flavor. It is the remedy
of all remedies to sweeten and refresh and cleanse the system
gently and naturally, and to assist one in overcoming constipation and the many ills resulting therefrom. Its active princi- arew known tn
ami .1 V
opnpralN
t
..V
w nhvcirl.in
J
'J
tCles and nil;llitV
J
J M . . M tha
remedy has therefore met with their approval. as w ell as with
the favor of many millions of well informed persons who know
of their own personal knowledge and from actual experience
.I
At
I
UMililM MA4A...Atu.i I
J
j.. kiiir
we. uonoi
ciaim mat
iiiusifxtciiciu laxative renieuy.
it will cure ail manner of ills.but recommend it for what it really
represents, a laxative remedy of known quality and excellence,
containing nothing of an objectionable or injurious character, t
Then flr two rlaCCAC rit mirrViacore thnco tnKri ara infnrmorl
as to the quality of what they buy and the reasonsfor the excellence
wi aiiicics ui
cxiepuunai merir, ana wno ao nor. iacK courage xo go
elsewhere when a dealer offers an irhitation of any well known
article; but, unfortunately, there are some people who do not know,
and who allow themselves to be imposed upon.
They cannot expect
itS beneficial fffort if hv An nnt net ha nonnlna ramotu
To the credit of the druggists of the United States be it said
that nearly all of them value their reputation 'for professional
integrity and the good will of their customers too highly to offer
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Genuine Syrup of Figs

Mots-over- ,

manufactured by the California Fig Syrup Co., and in order
to buy the genuine article and to get its beneficial effects,
one has only to note, when purchasing, the full name of
the Company California Fig Syrup Co.plainly printed on the
ironi or every pacKage. rrice, 50c per Dottle, une size on
0

.
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Through decisions- of tne supreme
court of the United States and the
lower federal courts In case brought
before them for adjudication the safe-tappliance law has been materially
strengthened, and the government has
been enabled to secure Its effective
enforcement in almost all eaes. with
the result that the condition of rail
road equipment throushout the country Is much Improved and railroad
employes nerform their duties tinder
ssfpr conditions than heretofore. The
government's most effective aid in
arriving at thl result has been Its in- Fpection service, and that. Ihese
conditions are not more gen
eral Is duo to tho Insufficient numbel
of Inspec'ors employed. The Inspec
tion service has fitllv demons! rated
nd In appropriating
Its
for f
niilntalnanrp the coneresM
should
rwlsinn f ir nn Increase
n the numl'T cf " Electors.
Hc-of Lab" of tiilroad Emoloyes.
Tbi' cKcefslve hours of labor to
wMrh rBllrond employes In train
are In mnnv cases sublected Is
ftlrt n mutter which may well encasje
the serious attention of th" consrress
The sf 'In both mental and phyieal,
upon thoo who are encased In (Ik
movement and operation of railroad
und'-triilr-mo.lern conditions is perhaps greater than that which exists In
any other industrv, and it there are
nnx reason for limiting by law the
hours of labor In auy employment,
ecullar
they certainly apply with
force to the employment of those
nxwn whose vlligance and alertness
In the performance of their duties

the safety of all who travel by rail
depends.

MONARCH RAN

Employer' Liability Law.
In my annual message to the Fifty- seventh congress, at its second session, I recommended the passage of
an employers' Liability law for the
District of Columbia and in our navy
yards. I renewed that' recommendation In my message to the
congress, at Its second session,
and further suggested the appointment of a commission to make a comprehensive study of employers liability, with a view to the enactment of
a wise and constitutional law cover-aspeedily as possible will be passed,
dustrles within the scope of the fede- -
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leable Iron Range, the best on earth.
Give this range your inspection and
you will use no other. Prices from
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JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS. Pmident,
E. D. RAYNOLDS. Cashier.
RAYNOLDS,

Their contetlon is true. It is a complicated and delicate problem, and all
kinds of difficulties are sure to arise
In connection with any plan of solution, while no plan will bring all the
benefits hoped 'for oy Its more optiunder
mistic adherents.
any healthy plan, the benefits, will
develop graduaaly and not rapidly.
Finally, we must clearly understand
that the public servants who are to
do this peculiarly responsible and
delicate work must themselves be of
the hnghrst type both as regards Integrity and efficiency. They must be
well paid, for otherwise able men can
not in the long run be secured; and
they must possess a lofty probity
which will revolt as quickly at the
thought of pandering to any gust of
popular" prejudice against rich men
as the thought of anything even
resembling subservience to
rich men. But while I fully admit the
difficulties In the way, I do not. for a
moment admit that these difficulties
warrant us In sotpplng in our effort
to secure a wis, and iust firstem.
They fhouhl have no other effect than
to spur us on to the exrclse or the
Justice,
resolution, the
and the fertility of resource, which
we like to think of as typically American, and which will In the end
achieve good results In this as in
other fields of activity. This task Is
a great one andunderlles thejask of
dealing with the 'whole industrial problem. But the fact that it Is a great
problem does not warrant us in
shrinking from the attempt to solve
It. At present we face such utter lack
of supervision, such freedom from the
restraints of law, that excellent men
have often been literally forced into
doing what they deplored because
otherwise they were left at the mercy
of unscrupulous cbmpetitors. To rail
at and assail, the men who have done
as they best could under such conditions accomplishes little. What we
need to do is to develop an orderly
system; and such a system' can only
come through the gradually Increased
exercise of the right of efficient gov
ernment control.
Safety Appliance.
In my annual message to the Fifty- eighth congress, atits third session. I
called attention to the necessity for
legislation requiring the use of block
signal upon railroads engaged in in
terstate commerce. The number of
serious collisions upon unblocked
roads that have occurred within the
past year add force to the recommen
The eongre
dation then t made.
should provide, by aproprlate legisla
tion, for the introduction of block
en
railroads
all
signals upon
gaged In Interstate commerce at the
earliest practicable commerce at the
of increased sefety to the traveling

Laxative op
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Las Vegas, New Mexico,
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Tme
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wege-worker-

from page 1.)

wealth, that make. a man ruthless
and t'onsclenct'less In trade un! weak
and cowardly In rltlxt u?htp, u not n
Rood thing at all, but a very bad thiny
for
tho nation
The govrrnmeut
ttamlai for manhood una and for biisl-iitsonly as an adjunct of manhood.
The question of transportation lies
at the root of all Industrial sums,
and the revolution In traportation
which has taken place during tho lust
half century has been the most Im
portant factor In the growth of the
new industrial conditions. Mom em
phatlcally wo do not wlh to see the
man of great talents refused the re
ward for his luUntH. Ht 111 less do we
wish to see lil in penalized; but we
do desire to s'-- the ystem of railroad
transportation so handled tl'Jt the
strong man shall be given no advan
tune over the weak man. We wih to
I ti mi re as fair treatment
for the finull
town as for tho big city; for the small
shipper as for the big shipper. In the,
old days the highway of commerce
whether by water or by a road on land,
was open to all; .it belonged to the
public and the t riffle along It was free.
At present the railway Is this high
way, and we must do our best .to see
that It Is kept open to all on equal
terms. Unlike the old highway It is
a very difficult and complex thing to
manage, and It It far better that it
should be managed by private Indi
viduals than by the government. But
It can only be so managed on condition that Juatlce Is done the public.
It Is because, In my judgment, public
ownership of railroads U highly undesirable and would probably in this

genera banking business transacted.
Interest palu on time deposits.
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Catarrh Cannot be Cured
with I .OCA I. A1TIICATICNH, as they
cannot reuch tha stni of the disease,
Catarrh Is a blood or cons' It utlonal
disease , nnd In ortlcr to cure It you
Hall's
ntiHt take Internal remedies.
Catarh Cure U lalttn Internally, and
acts directly on the blood and mucous
surfaces. Hall's Ctturrh Curo la not
a quack medicine. It was prescribed
by one of the best physicians In this
country for years and is a regular
prescription. It Is composed of the
bet tunics known, combined with the
best blood purifiers, acting directly
on the mucous surfaces. The perfect
combination of the two Ingredients
Is what produces such wonderful results In curing Catarrh. Bind for testimonials free.

CAPT. GRAHAM'S
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that vwh a law
r'vr.
imhiib, a in'nir fjhuiu of nliicutinu,

lul

! b'.ipo

GRATITUDE

Lbcr.

The national government haa no n
rule but liitle
to J' Hi wi'.;i
the th fornil luhte nt) ii nf inol)lirn
tf !u;i(inl juoio or lens tlW.inly with
wl.ot h known tin the labor quoit Ion,
tor in the n rent majority of casea
thee problems must be (leak with by
the rtatu tim munlctpul authorities
lUi l nut by tho national government,
The national government, has control
f tl'o District of Columbia, howv-'rmil It a'lnu'.il see to It Hint the city of
Vitahlneton Is made u moilel city in
nil ri spools, both as regards juirkR,
public iiluygruttndu, proptr reg'tlailo'i
c tie 'gt.jJ1 (,f housing io at to do
nw:iy with the evils of alley teiic
t.ur.ta, uproixr system of e'utac' n,
atnn of cleullng with truanproper
cy nnd juvenile offenders, a proper
bnni'llns of the charitable work of the
rIxi: "t. Moreover, there should bo
p.o'i r factoty laws to prevent fill
alms-.'In the employment of women
r- -l
f hi rtn U the District. These
will be useful chiefly as object
but even this limited amount of
m'n'ir.(Ps would be of rtal national

Suffered from Sores on Face and
Doctors Took His Money
Skin Now
But Did No Good
Back

Looks Clear

as a Baby's.

,

ANOTHER CURE BY
CUTICURA REMEDIES

valve.

There has been demand for deprlv-rnrt- s
of the power to IsHtie
tn libor disputes. Such apo
of the equity powers of
dal
It
. .ir mints woull be most unwise.
tu trim that some Indies havo ml'
hut tbls (long not
V9 (i this iin'vpthe
of
denial
a
power any more
justify
oi uie
exercise
nn
than
Improper
lead-- r
power to call a strike by a labor
wrm'.cl
justify the denial of the
rt'ht to strike. The remedy Is to
by requiring
fpulpte the irocedure notice
to the
to give due
the Jo'V-ibefore
granting the
River'0 rartle,
ex
to
be
parte If the
heaving
the
writ,
the
not
does
apnearat
tHverse party
and Hace oriered. What Is due
notice must depend upon the facts ofa
the ense: it should not he used as or
pretext to permit violation, of law.
the Jeopardizing of life and property.
Of course, this would not authorize
or
the Issuing of a restraints order Is
it
which
anv
In
cape'
jn'
InlnncMon
not already authorized by existing
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The Ionic Paint company, a new Institution for Albuquerque, filed its articles of Incorporation with the probate clerk of Bernalillo county Friday.

Tho Undorvjood TjpovjriJcr
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Makes less noise than any other typewriter, the touch is
lighter, tbe work is better and therefore more work Is done. Its
writing is always in sight. It has tbe lightest and quickest
touch, and a perfect and permanent alignment. It will do anything any other typewriter will do and many things no other
typewriter will do. It was awarded the Grand Prize at the St.
Louis Exposition. Try the Underwood and convince yourself.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

Meals
10c.

Homatead Entry. No.

at all hours. Chili con came,

Railroadmen's Rest.
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Mrs. H. T. Patterson, of Bedford
CUy. Va., died at her home on Wed-

She formerly
at Malaga and made many

nesday, the

6451.

OfDepartment of the Interior, Land
De
fice at Santa Fe, New Mexico,
cember 1, 1905.
Notice Is hereby given that .the fol- settler has filed notice
of his Intention to make final prool
in support of bis claim, and that said
proof will be made before United
States Court Commissioner at Las
Vegas, New Mexico, on January 5,

22nd.

I lowlng-name-

friends,.

Sec.
S W
W
N W
23. T 12 N. R 23 E.
He names the following witnesses
to prove bis continuous residence up
on and cultivation of said land, viz.:
Bernardo Griego, of Cuervo, New Mex
ico; Justo Griego, of Trementlna, New
Mexico: Ezequiel Lucero, of Tremen
tlna, New Mexico; William Boylon, of
,
Cuervo, New Mexico,
MANUEL R. OTERO, Register
W

Bodily pain loses Its terror If you've
a bottle of Dr. Thomas' Eclecuio oil
in tne house. Instant relief in cases
of burns, cuts sprains, accidents ol
any sort.

of Culsbea, Sun
received the sad tews of the
4eath of her fourten year old brother,
Paul Morgan, at Abll"no, Texas, from
the fchects of a blow on t'.- head frdm
hile attend-In;a rock thrown by a b.
Lit s. E. R. Lyon
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Women love a ciear. health? com
Bur-The president muy favor clothing a nlexlon. Pure blood makes It. blood.
makes pure
government commission with the pow- (jock Blood Bitters
er to fix railroad rates, but he is apt
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
to strike a snag when he endeavors
to persuade congress to agree with
Homestead Entry, No. 5413.
his views. He may also favor Joint
statehood for New Mexico and
but he will be apt to strike an- Department of the Interior, Land Of
fice at Santa Fe, New Mexico, De
other snag when the Joint statehood
bill comes up for consideration. The
cember 1. 1905.
are
Notice is hereby given that the fol
friends of separate statehood
to
settler has filed notice
determined
a
make
to
fight
going
of his intention to make final proof
win In congress. ...
In support of his claim, and that said
will be made before United
The Key that Unlocks the Door to proof
Court Commissioner at Las
statpa
, Long Living.
1903,
and ninety Veitas, New Mexlco.on January 6, of
The men of eighty-fivde
Olguln,
vis.:
Susana
Rodriguez
years of age are not the rotund well
San Mliruel county, New Mexico, for
fed, but thin, spare men who live on a
N W
S W
slender diet. Be ns careful as he will U.e N 12, N'W
Sec 28(
E
N
27.
E
Sec.
8
and
however, a man past middle age will
E.
24
13
T
R
some
N,
of
or
occasionally eat too much
He names the following witnesses
article of food not stilted to his constl
to
Cham
prove bis continuous residence up
tut Ion, and will need a dose of
on
and cultivation of said land, viz.
Tablets
Liver
and
Stomach
berlain's
Gabriel
Gonzales. Jose
Maxtmlano
to cleanse and Invigorate his stomch
Gon
Jore
Albino
Barreras,
bowels
Gonzales,
and regulate his liver and
New Mexico.
of
all
reason
Chavez,
no
zales,
Is
there
Is
done
this
When
MANUEL R. OTERO, Register,
why the average man should not live
1241
an
to old age.. For sale by
druggists
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Accidents come with distressing
frequency on the farm. Cuts, bruises,
stings, sprains. Dr. Thomas' Electric
of San
Oil relieves the pain instantly. Never 1906. viz.: George Grlego,
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whtnh th Question of child labor is ing principles, me iuui,
iutM.
:h.so ;ir accordance with which the problom
fo;ected. It a 'rue itiat
most must be solved are entirely simple. We
blems can be actually met In
.r
can get Justice and right dealing only
the
wen only by
tn nation o t' we nut as of paramount Importance
bw It would be well
comthe principle of treating a man on hli
endeavor to ecure and publish
th
to
as
nrorth as a man rather than with ref
Information
prehensive
of the labor of children in the ference to his social position, his occu-'n.
to his social position, his
different states, so as to spur up those
secure
to
he
and
which
to
or
class
the
belongs;
that are behindhand,
of There are selfish, and brutal men in
approximately uniform legislation
all ranks of life. If they are capital-l"a high charcfer anmong the several
ours the
theic selfishness and brutality may
s'ates. in such a republicnotas afford
to take the form of hard Indifference to
one thing that we can
out suffering, greedy disregard o every
neglfct Is the problem of turning
nadecent citizens. The future of. the ot moral es'tra.rt which n evferes with
citlzensh
p
the
tbe accumulation of wenl'.'i end
upon
tion depends
exploitation of the weak; of If,
the generations to come; the children
will they are laborers, tbe form of
are those who
of
we
of ullen envy of the more for
Phano. th destiny of our land, and
.
The
them.
tunate, and of willlngTPss to per"""i
cannot afford to neglect
recom-tha- t
deet's of murderous violence., sucn
legislature of Colorado has
th national government conduct Is just ns reprehensible In one
measure for the
other, and H honest
provide ,some general of children and cae as In themen
should Jojn in warabuse
aid
from
farseelng
protection
It bf"eomR
It.
United
the
wherever
ring against
dumb animals throughout
you manifest. Individual capitalist, and
Statrs I lay the matter before
corporation and
for what I trust will be your favoraunion, are alike entitled to tbe protecble consideration.
be department of commerce and tion of tbe taw, and must alike obey
maVD a thorough
be law.
Moreover, In addition to
labor should
of womm mere obr3irr',e to the law. each man,
of b" ooidltlo
Amerl-raIf he be really a good citizen, mn?t
In irnstrv.'. Over five million
In
gainshow breed sympathy for his neighnow
engaged
are
women
bor and genuine desire to look at any
ful accupatlons: yet there is an
of data ""nn nucBtlnn arising between them from
complete
no
conclu-plon- s
which to base any trustworthy lmnor-tan- t the standpoint of that neighbor
to
this
and
own;
his
leas than from
as regards a subject as
end It Is essential that capitalist and
as It l vast bH comnllcated.
en
r
should consult freely one
or
Vnnwleflge
full
TborP Is need
each strive to
which to bae action looking toward with the ottier, shouldwhen both shall
for
the
closer
day
legislation
munlclnal
brlig
Statp anfl
of working women. Tho realize tat they are properly partners
the
and not enemies. To approach the
introd'tetlon of "women Into Industry
In questions which inevitably arise
disturbance
and
Is working change
them solely from the standpoint
dofestl ani Br,a! ,,fe of the na.'
and
which
treat each side In the mass
In
marriage,
decrease
tlon. The
been
as
the
enemy of the other side In
bp
ra'e.
birth
especially In the
acmass
face
is both wicked ana ioousn.
tho
.nttiridPtit wit V It. We must
the most direful among
In
the
adlustmentto
the
past
and
compllshed facts,
which have .brought
Influences
th
ue
satisfactory conaiuon uiubi with less
about the downfall of republics ha
but surelv It can he made
class
on pver hoen th growth of the
friction and lew harmful effects
which
of
the
spirit
case..
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now
growth
the
an.iiv itfo than la
- spirit,
j.eaaiiij
i
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fntm rnr or tend3 to make a man subordinate the
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thenomna velfare of the public as a w noic to
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- , anr.11 niioaMon th wplfaro of the particn'ar class t)
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i .TL first I'mnortance. of far stealer which he belongs, the substitution
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for
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class
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loyalty
political
tovalty
importance than ary merely
This lnvitahly brings about
cr eccomle question can be: and to nation.
to treat each man not on
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we
need
It
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a
an individual, but on
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in
merits
Ms
scntln-nd
in a sane
as
his
belonging to a certain
position
tne course of tn exhaiwlla
class In the community. If such a
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renew the recommendation I made
Cutlrurt Snap. (Mntmftit, and Pllli ire told Ihroujhout
inlast annual message for ancom- Ihprop..world. Putlrr Drug them. Corp, Bonus, Soto
- Bend for " Iiow to Curt inrj Humour.'
vestigation by the department of
merce and labor of general conditions.
esneHal attention to he paid td
conditions of child lanor ana cnua. worker. Is a difficult one. All Phases
labor legislation In the several states. Qf th Jabor probleni prove difficult
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in my
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from painful ulcers and an eruption
from my knees to my feet, and could
find neither doctors nor medicines to
help me, until I took Cuticura which
cured me in six months. ( signed ) M.
C. Moss, Gainesville, Tex."
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"For over thirty years I suffered,
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AND STILL ANOTHER
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Mr. H. T. Spalding of 104 W. 104th
St., New York City, says: " For two
years my neck was covered with sores,
the disease spreading to my hair,
which fell out, leaving an unsightly
bald spot, and the soreness,
and merciless itching made
me wild. After a few applications of
Cuticura the torment subsided, the
sores disappeared, and my hair grew
thick and healthy as ever."
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Neck Covered With Sores, Hair
Fell Out, Wild With Itching
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Advertisements in this column will
be charged for at the rate of 6 cents
per line per Innertion or 23 cents per
line per week. Count six words to
the line. To Insure in'rtion in classified column da mutt be in the composing room by 10 o'clock a. m. op day
of Insertion,
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Potatoes, 13 lbs. for 2uC.
Gasoline, 30 cents a gallon.
FuKar, 15 lbs for 1 1.
French Red Kidney lliuins, 3 cans
r i!'c
Vented.
WANTED.
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Detroit, Mich.
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only a few but tbe true merit of Do
WANTED Nurse for t milling at Witt's Witch Hazel Salve is known by
V, J.. CHENEY & CO., Props'.,
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the
Toledo, Ohio. work nnd
practical nursing, also lec- sores, tetter, eczema and piles. Bob! scotl's Santal-Pepsi- n
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Railroad avenue.
Notice Is hereby given that the follosettler has filed notice
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modern conveniences;
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grave-gards."Neglect colds make fat
Dr. Wood's Norway Pint bitter battle, with chronic stouach Vegas, New Mexico, on January 5,
last I won, 1906, viz.: Bonifacio Madrid, of San FirtMa Yeara Esparto
la BaaUra Oltt)
Syrup helps men and women o nap- and liver trouble, but at
and cured my diseases, by the use of Miguel county, New Mexico, for the Popular Prleaa. Sstiafavtiaa Oaraattf.
py, viporins old age.
Electric Bitters. I unhesitating! 10c 8 E
Sec. 25, T 14 N. R 23 JSC ,
F.. M. Donavln. who hag a ranch ommfn(i them to all, and don't intend
tie names the following witnesses
near Coyote Springs, Friday called at- ln the future to be without them In to prove his continuous residence upthe office of Probte Clerk J. A. Sum- the houge They Bre certalnly a won- - on and cultivation at said land, viz.:
2
derful medicine, to have cured such a Antonio Madrid, of Las Vegas, New
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Sold under guar Mexico; Jose ' Blea, of Trementlna,
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Id, of Trementlna, New, Mexico.
specimens ever sen In this locality.
MANUEL R. OTERO, Register.
f nana fiomaz. wif? of Jroe Maria
To Cure a Cold In One Day.
Tako LAXATIVE BROMO Quinine J Momezc of Malaga, died .tvtntly, aged
ine rvinaius wi
years
fmii mnnpv, if ' thlrty-flvittUrcia. Ul66'
bvU JHC.
il.l'HUl.
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IT,
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nature is on each box. 25c.
Red Cross Bag Blue Is much the

Captain W. S. Graham, 1321 Eoff
St., Wheeling, WW., writing June 14,
1 am to grateful I waut to
'04, say :
thank God that a friend recommended
Cuticura Soap and Ointment to uie. I
suffered for a long time with sores on
rov face and back. Some doctors mid
I bad blood poison, and others that I
had barbers' itch. None of them did
me any good, but they all took my
money. My friends tell me my skin
now looks as clear a a baby's, and I
tell them all that Cuticura Soap and
Ointment did it."
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Vegas Sanitary Co. Scavengers.

Office) al
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LEWIS'
Leva Vega
Phone 169
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Colorado
21).

Cesspools and vaults Cleaned. Disinfected and put In a Thorough
condition. We examine cesspools free of charge.
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It Is the man's more? I quality, hi attltule lowst'd the grf at que,
t Inn
whlrh concern all humanity, his
cleanliness of life, his power to do liU
duty toward himself and toward others, which rffilly count; an I if we sub-

Make Your Grocer
Give You Guarantees

Cream ol Tartar

Balling Powder
Alum Baking

ders interfere with

digestion and are'

un-health- ful.

y

Avoid the alum.

(

1015.

C.

SILiVER SCjUflSTIIfl PINS
SILVER

SILVER AND

'

GOLD

FILIGREE

PUZZLE RINGS

sea-sen-

cording to ht merits, another atand-nrin accordance wi:h which all mm
JAMES GRAHAM McNAftV, irtUO' of one c!ass are favored and u!l men of
another clans discriminated against,
we shall do irreparable damage to the
SUBSCRIPTION RATES.
body I'olltle. 1 believe that our peoare too ane, too
DKLIVaKfeMt HV CAKKIKK OM MAIL ple
Powtoo lit for sen government, ever to
IN AltVAMCK.
adopt such an altitude. The governsu
...
'jot, Mtwk
ment 1h not an J ntver shall be govern-metia
On Hue lb
,...
by a plutocracy. This governluu
Tbrw t.nlii
4 IV
ment Is not and never hall be govli Month....
T.W
Um y
ernment by a mcb. It shall continue
to be In the future what It has bcn
In the pa t. a government based on
The Utx-klOptic,
..
una Vmp
the theory that each man, rich or poor,
.
Mont If.
- I Pi Is to be treated slmp'y and solely on
his worth as a man, that all bis perTUESDAY, DECEMBER 5. 1905.
sonal and property rights are to be
neither to
safeguarded, and that he
wrong others nor to suffer wrong from
RATE FIXING COMMISSION.
others.
The noblest of all forms of governWe take pleasure In presenting to
but It Is Mates, and a the Insurance business
ment l
the readers of The Optic the full text alo the mot dltTlcult. We who pos- has outgrown In magnitude the poa.
of the long an important message of sess this priceless boon, and who de- nihility of ndeqnute Btale supervision,
the president, presented at noon todwy sire to imnd K on to our chllJrcn and the congress should carefully consid
to the United States congress. Read- our children' chlidrc- -, should ever er whether further legislation can be
ers will Judge for themselves of the bear In mind the thought o finely ex had. What Is said above applies wtth'
"Men are qualifier) equal force to fraternal and benevo
,f. nurke:
Importance of the document People
liberty In exact proportion to lent organizations which contract for
, of this section will perhaps be more 'for dtlt0hilloil
cnalntl life insurance.
0 ,)Ut
deeply Interested In the utterances upon their own appetites; In propor
The Revenues.
on statehood and on railway rate regu tion as they are disposed to listen to
more
Is
There
need of stability than
la t Ion than In any other, matter treat the counes of the wise and good in
of the attempt to attain an Ideal per
ed of. The president, as we predicted preference to the flattery of knaves." fectlon in the method's of
raring revehas declared for joint statehood for Society cannot exist unless a controll- nue; and the shock and strain
to the
New Mexico and Arizona. Neverthe ing power upon will and appetite bi business world certain to attend any
less- It Is extremely doubtful. if con placed romewhere, and the less of It serious change In these methods renthere be within, the more there must der uch
change inadvisuble unless for
greas will pass the DcverSdge joint be without,
it Is ordained In the eter- grave reason.
It is not possible to lay
statehood bill, and It Is also extremely nal constitution of
things that men of
doubtful If New Mexico and Arizona Intemperate minds can not be free. down any genera rule by which to
determine the monitnt when the rea
will vote In favor of the adoption of Their passions forge their fetters.
sons for, will outweigh the reasons
joint statehood constitution if conInsurance.
against such a change. Much must ce
gress does pass the measure. The
The great Insurance companies af penl, not merely on the needs, but on
status of the statehood question has ford striking examples of corporation? the desires, of the people as a whole;
not been materially changed by. the whose business has Extended so far for needs and dsslres are not necess-beyoftd the jurisdiction of the states illy identical. Of course no change
president's utterances.
Aa was anticipated the president ad which created them as to preclude can be made on lines beneficial to, or
vocates the appointment of some com strict enforcement of supervision and desired by, one section or one state
mission clothed by the government regulation by the parent states. In only. There must be something like
I recommend a general agreement among the citi
last annual
with the power to fix a maximum my 'that the message
con zens of the several states, as repei
congress
carefully
railroad rate.
aider whether the power of the bureau resented In the congress, that the
We yield to none In our admiration of of
corporations can not constitutional change Is needed and desired In the
the character of President Roosevelt ly be extended to cover Interstate Interest of the people as a whole;
We admire his outspoken honesty, transactions in Insurance." Recent and there should then be a sincere,
his force, his earnestness, his high events have emphasized the import Intelligent, and disinterested effort to
ideals, his stalwart Americanism, a nee of an early and exhaustive con make it In such shape a will comwhile we do not always agree with siaeration or tnis question, to see bine, so far as possible, the max!
whether it Is not DoaMble to furnish mum of good to the people at large
his conclusions. We do not believe better
than the several with the minimum of necessary dlare
that any government commission states safeguards
have been able to furnish gard for the pedal interests of loshould nave the right to ran the bust against corruption of the flagrant kind calities or classes. Bui In time of
sees of a private corporation, to say which has been exposed. It has been peace the revenue must on the ave
what that corporation shall 'charge only too clearly ahown that certala rage, taking a series of years togeth- ot the men at the head of these large er, equal the expenditures or elfe
Jts patrons. " ..
The president la much against gov corporations take but small note of the revenues must be Increased: Last
a deficit Unless our
ernmrnt ownership of railroads.- - Yet the ethical distinction between hon year there was
can
be kept within the
and
draw
the
expenditures
dishonesty; they
It would be more logical and probably esty
line only this eide of what may be revenues then our revenue laws must
less dangerous for a government to called
the kind of hon- be readjusted. It Is as yet too early
own the railroads than arbitrarily to esty in order to avoid falling Into the to attempt to outline what shape such
conduct the business of the railroads clutches of the law. Of course the a readjustment should take, for It is
whilo others own the Interests. Laws only complete remedy for this condi- as yet too early to say whether there
for it. It should be con- against rebates and discriminations tion must be found In an aronsed pub will be need
are undoubtedly within the province lic conscience, a higher sense of ethi ldertd whether it is not desirable
conduct in the community at large, that the tariff laws should provide for
of the government. Fixing a maxi- cal
and
especially among business men applying as against or in favor of any
mum rate is not. If this Is Indeed the and in
the great profession of the law, other nation maximum and minimum
democratc government we profess..
and In the growth of a spirit which tariff rates established by the conIt Is doubtful if congress and the condemns all dishonesty, whether In gress, bo as to fecure a certain reclpeople of this1 country will sanction a rich man or In poor man, whether It nrocitv of treatment between other
In
Having
takes the shape of bribery or of black-mal- nations and ourselves.
rate fixing commission.
But much can be done by legis- view even laiger considerations of pollation which Is not only drastic but ler than those of a purely economic
f
THE PUBLIC LIBRARY.
There Is neod of, a far nature, It wouM. In my judgment, be
well
filled
a
Las' Vegas has
public practical.
more uniform regulation well to endeavor to bring about cloa
and
stricter
library, housed In an attractive build-an- of the vast Insurance interests of this er commercial connection? with the
It Is patronized every day and country. The United States should in other peoples of this continent.
every evening b many Las Vegans and this" respect Mlow the policy of oth am happy to be able to announce to
many visitors. There is no Institution er nations by providing adequate na- you that Russia now treats us on the
basis.
of the city that is yielding a tithe of tional supervision of commercial Inter-In
which
re
national
in
the
on
Investment
clearly
that
the
Expenditures.
Economy
the returns
character. My preieecssors have re
I earnestly recommend to congress
public library dots. The library is a
peatedly recognized that the foreign the need of economy and to this end
school out of school for the adults, a business
of these companies Is an Im- of a rlsli scrutiny of appropriations.
to
the
.source of profit and pleasure
of ur foreign commer8 examples merely, 1 cm
portant
pnrt
your atten
school
student, a comfort to the cial relations. During th? administra tion to one or two specific matters.
stranger within our gates, a delight tions of Presidents Cleveland, Harri- All unnecessary offices should be abol
to both old and young In the city, and son, and McKinley, the tnte depart lhed. The commissioner of the gen
it costs, or Is supposed to cost, the ment exercised its influence, through eral land office recommends the abol
channels, to prevent unjust lament of the office of receiver of
city a thousand dollars a year for diplomatic
Incrimination by foreign countries public moneys for t'nlted States land
support
American Insurance compan offices. This will effect a saving of
There is something the matter with against
ies. These negotiations Illustrate the about a quarter of a million dollars a
a city of the size of Las Vegas that iroprlcty of the congress recognizing year. As the business of the nation
can't spend a thousand dollars a year he nnilonat character nf InMtrnnre. grows it is inevitable that there s..ould
on a public library without haggling 'or in the absence of federal legisla be from time to time a legitimate In
and quarreling over It. It would be tion the stnte department could only crease in the number of officials, and
aa everlasting disgrace to allow the live expression to the wlhes of the this fact renders It all the more imn
of the several tates, whose Dortant that when offices become
doors of the public library' to close authorities
was ineffective through want of necessary they should be abolished, fn
for want of support. It Is reproacb policy
the public printing also a large sav
uniformity.
enocgh to allow the Institution to get
I reneat my previous recommenda
ing of public money can he mnae
'Into debt. A thousand dollars a year tion t tint t.V congrets shDuld consid- There
is a constantly growing ten
baa been voted by the city council for er whether the federal government has dency to publish ma-'of unlmpor.
the support of the library and the iny power or owes any duty with re tant information. It Is probably not
amount should be paid promptly.
spect to domestic transactions In In unfair to say that many tens of thou
surance of en Interstate character. sands of volumes are published at
looks and
Premier Balfour, Who eeterday re- That state supervision has proved which no human beingnoever
real demand
Is
which
for
The
there
l
conceded.
generally
'nadqtiate
from
Isj
cabinet,
the English
signed
and whatever.
one of the most remarkable men In burden upon insurance companies
conof
therefore
their
holders,
Yet, In speaking of economy, 1 mut
policy
English public life. A ripe scbomr, flicting regulations of many states. Is In no wise be understood as advocat
a masterly orator, a keen thinker, he unqueMoned, 'tille but little effec- Ing the false economy which Is In the
baa been pushed to the front by the tive check is Imposed upon any able end the worst extravagance. To cut
general recognition of his ability, al- and unscrupulous man who desires to down on the navy, for Instance, would
though he has a dlttaste for public xploit the company in his own Inter be a crime against the nation. To
life. Is Indolent, given to dllettantetsm wt at the expense of the policy, hold- fail to push forward all work on the
The Inability Panama canal would be M great
ehy and home loving. He Is popular ers aand of the public.
infolly- sta
of
to
e
effectively
regulate
Inclinahis
but
the
with
Dritlshers,
under
surance
created
Currency.
corporations
tion toward protection has rendered the Irws of other states and transIn my tnesage of December 2, 1902,
British
to
lead
1 said:
It Impossible for him
acting the larger. part of their busi- to the congress
thought England, despite Chamber- ness elsewhere Is also clear. As a 'intercut rates are a potent
In business activity, and In order
lain, despite the talk of doner rela- remedy for thl. evil of conflicting. Intions with tne mother country, Is st fective, and yet burdensome regula- that the.e rates may he equallexd to
the 'canons
heart solidly free trade. The nation tions there has been for many yrars a meet the varying needs ofcommunities
and for federal super- and of wldiy sjmrated
does not propose to give up her com- wldespresl
and to prevent the recurrence of finan
congress hss already
mercial supremacy and her hold In vision. VdThe
insurance
rial
Mat
stringencies which Injuriously af
lniertste
the carrying trade of the world by may be a proper sabjoct for federal fect If'sltiroate business, It Is necesenacting tariffs against other coun- Vgl.lon. for In creaMfg the bureau sary that there should be an elemrnt
or corporations it authorized It to pub of elaoflritv in our monetary system.
tries.
o
Ilh an! supply useful Information Hanks are the natural servants of
be
Irvln Priesmer, the little son of eonrojriirr intctste rorrwrMrn. "In- conimrrce, and upon them shouldburIn
the
far
ss
Water
tbced.
ps
the
practicable,
irn.
of
Sup
corpora
rnesgrd
cluding
William Preissner.
and
Ii l obvious that If the com- den of furnishing end maintaining a
pty company of Albuquerque,
an
after
of Matlmlcji be the Unit ot Hrfluiation adequate to supply the
pilation
morning
wife, died Friday
at
the
the
federal
age
power, it Is wholly Inef- needs of our diversified Industries and
Mart with typhoid fever and twee-Ithis form of com- of our domestic and foreign commerce;
to
fective
regulate
months
eleven
Dl two years,
the and the issue of tLjs should be so
between
mercial
Intercourse
seven daya.
.
t

emulated that a sufficient
mirply
hoii!.l be always available for the
!.uHne
Interchts cf tin country."
Kv ry consideration of prudmce
the addition of the element cf
iluutlcity to our currency system. The
nil dooa not consist In m InatUqmito
volume of money, but In the rigidity
of itilg volume, which doe not re-- i
pond as it should to tlie varying
nt(!a of communities and cf
Inflation mu-- t be avoUed; but
soniw provision should be made that
will Insure a larger volume of money
during the full and winter months
than In the lo active seasons of the
year; so that the currency will contract against speculation, and wfll ex.
pand for the needs of legitimate
At present the treasury depart,
nient Is at irregularly recurring intervals uhllged, In the Interest of the
business world that Is, In the Inter-stof the American public to try
to avfrt financial crises by providing
a remedy which should be provided by
t

position.

stitute for the standard of 'personal
Judgment which treat euch man ac-
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congres'ional action.
Business Methods In Departments.
At various times I have instituted
Investigations Into the organlaztlon
and conduct of the buMness of the
executive department. While none of
thest InqulrUs hnve yet progressed
far enough to warrant final conclusions, they have already confirmed
nnd emphasized the general Impression that the organlaztlon of the departments Is often faulty in principle
and waeteful In results, while many
of their business methods are ant!
qnnted and Inefficient. There is every
reason why our executive governmental machinery should be at least as
well planned, economical, and efficient
as the best machinery of the great
business organizations, which at pre
sent Is not the case. To make It so
Is a task of complex detail and essentially executive In Its nature;
no legislative body, no matter how wise and able, could undertake it with reasonable prospect of
success. I recommend that the congress consider this subject with a
view to provide by legislation for the
transfer, distribution, consolidation,
and assignment of duties ant executive organizations or parts of organizations, and for the changes in bu?lnes:i
methods, within or betwv'?n the several departments, that will bestpromate.
the economy, efficiency, snd high character of the government work.
Federal Elections.
In my last annual message I raid:
"The power of the government to
protect the Integrity of the elections
of its own officials is inherent, and
hss been recognized and affirmed by
repeated declarations of the Supreme
Court. There is no enemy of free
government more dangerous and none
so Insidious as the corruption of the
electorate. No one defends or excuses corruption, and It would seem to
follow that none would oppose vigorous measures to eradicate It. I recommend the enactment of a law directed against bribery and corruption
in federal elections. The details of
such a law may be safely left to the
wise discretion of the consrress. Wat
It should go as far as under the con
stitution it Is possible to eo. aniT
should include severe penalties against
mm wno gives or receives a bribe
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Intended to Influence his act or opinion aa an elector; and provisions for i
the publication not only of the expenditures for nominations and elections
of all candidates, but also of all contributions received and expenditures
made by political committees."
t desire to repeat this recommendation. In political campaigns In a country as large and populous as ours It
is inevitable that there should be much
expense of an entirely legitimate Kind.
This, of course, means that many con- -

tribution8, and some of them of largo
size, must be made, and, as a matter
of fact,4 in any big political contest
such contributions are alwavs made to
both sides. It is entirely proper both
to give and receive them, unless there
Is an improper motive connected with
either gift or reception. If they are
extorted by any kind of pressure or
promise, express or implied, direct
or indirect, in the way of favor or lm-( Continued

on page 5.)
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OPPOSITE CASTANEDA HOTEL

The Remodeling of Our Store is Finished
FORTY TUMtLYS GIVEN
A HA T ON

CHRISTMAS EVE

you realize that Christmas is almost around the corner? Are you taking advantage of the many economies QACIIARACH DRO'S Store is affording'
to pcocure Christmas gifts at little cost? You have only, to saunter through
this great store to be enthused as to what to buy. The stocks at no previous time
were more complete, and we have every resson to expect a greater holiday business
this season over that of last, for you must take into consideration that we are a year
older, and that in the past year we have learned more about your wants. And still
another advantage, you get with every 50c purchase a free. ticket which may eatitle
you to a turkey for your Christmas dinner.
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Siik Petticoat Values
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Every Jaginable shade of street or evening Is
represented iu the collection, made of best quality
ruRtllng taffeta silk, cut extra full with deep flare
flounces, with four sectional ruffles, well worth fft.50,
will sell at

w clm for th,$
the market
-

W-0-

values will sell

at
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AnH

I

Long

and

anon Kimnnat

100 samples, hardly any two alike, ranging in
value from Too to M5n. Bought from an eastern
manufacturer at exactly half the cos! and to go to
our patrons at the same ratio of saving.

We claim for the Metlra llove. the distinction
of being the $1.00 glove on the market They come
In all the new styles and shades. Every pair gnaran- teed at $1.00.
Empress Cloves, dressed and nn- in
btu,e. green, plum, brown, red. tan. gray,
dressed,
mode, black and white, warranted at per pair $1.50.
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M
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MELBA
Suits.

This suit sells

at...78o

$25 Tailored Suits $13.50
YoU cn wc'1 ttord t0 Ai another handsome snlt
to your wardrobe, when you can secure a bargala
,lke tnU- These exquisite models are as the finest
uor8 aJone roul(1 niake them They Rre ftlHn the
newest sty,es: '
the ,on 0r "nort models, la
beautiful linings.
with
Tne
fP,en1,il materials,
of
these
wauty
garments can be appreciated only
"Pop seeing them. While they last, your choicest
-
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Kid Gloves
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Ladies' Combination

tftg0
DreSS in it SdCQUeS

tn(

fl)ov

Price.

Special Value of th

55.00

Another lot

,orthe

1 13.60

Kuh; Nathan & p.gher Co,s
d
DaV. Adler & SOD. Clothitlk? Co.

Vir Men
S5

'ill- -

Wl"

SOlfi at
Oil Until

IjUltS

$10.50, from
Christmas.
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President's Message
(t'ominueil fiuui

LAI ViQAI DAILY OPTIC
tween International law ami Internal
or municipal law, because there U no
of force for executing the
former while Uitro, U in Mm case of
the latter. The prlvtiie clilztn is protected la hi. ilKhu )y he law, be
enuae to luw lists in the luM result
upon force exercised through the
forms of law. A man does ant l;n'e to
defend his rlKhts wiih his own hand,
beeamu he can call upon the police,
upon i he sheriff's potse. iipou the militia, or lu certain extreme casta umtu
the army, to defend him. Hut there is
no such sanction of force fur inter
national law. At present there, could
he no greater calamity than for the
free peoples, the eullKhttned. lmlenen- deut, and peace loving peoples, to dls- ini, wnije yet leaving it open In any
barbarism or despotism to remain
t'o long as the world Is as
armed,
unoiguiil.ed as now, the u links and
Pavleg of thoio people
who on the
whole, stand for Justice, oiler not only
the best, but tho only imsnlble, securi-tfor a Just petite. For Insiance, If
the 1'nlied States alow1, or In company
with other nation that on tho whole
tend to act Justly, disarm, we might
fonu times avoid oioodshed, but we
would cease to be of weight In securing the peace of Justice the real
peace for which tho most law abiding
and
men must ut timet,
be willing to flght.t As the world Is
now, only that nation Is equipped for
peace that knows how to Unlit and
that will not shrink from fighting if
ever the conditions become such that
war Is demanded in the name of the
MUtti-iUn- i

jmo

4.)

mutiny, uui the slvin or imivuu.'
becuuivs pot only tuiproiK'r but nlni-llittl- .
It will uuiloubtH;ly U difficult
a Hwurr w ircu'ttl Uttul to wliapo
un tict which shall guui'tl wm,
,lUbon.
ui
against such mlmm
mi l, UUI If H IB IUHbllilM to B Clll t
ny law the full una verified jmbllcu
tlou In d. mil of all tho Miiutt contrll)
MttMl ti
mul Hvnuii.liiil l.w .1...
ii
(lutes or committees of any politlnil
lHitU'g the result ran not hut he
All conliUniiluii
wholesome,
by cor
poratlona to. tiny iollilcu ctiuitiii teu
or for tiny political purpose should
be forbldduu by luw; dlieotoi should
not bo uermltted to
stockholders'
money for such purposes; and, more,
,
ovt-ra prohibition of this kind would
be, aii far a It went, n effective
of stopping the evils dinted at In
coiupt piuctlcea act. Not only Bhould
both the iiiitlonal
the teverm
mule legislature forbid any officer (.
a oorporailon from uhIuk the money
of th corporation In or tibotit any
election, but they should ulso forbid
such use of nioueV lu connection with
any legislation snvo by the employment of counm l In pulillc miiniicr for
distinctly Utral Runlets..
The Hague Conference.
The first conference of nations held
at The Hague In 1S99. being unable
to dispone of nil the business before
It, reoonimendod the conalderntlon and
settlement of a number of Important highest morality..
So much It is emphatically necessa
questions by another conference to
subsequently and at an early ry to $ay In order both that the po
date. These questions were the fal- sition of the United Slates may not
lowing: (1) The rights and duties of be misunderstood, and that a genuine
neutrals: (2)) the limitation of the effort to bring nearer the day of the
armed forces on land and sea, and ot pence of Justice among tho nut Ions
military budgets; (3) the use of new may not be hampered by a folly which.
types and calibre of military nn In strlvlug to achieve the Impossible,
naval guns; (4) the inviolability of would render It hopeless to attempt the
nrivate uroucrtr at sen in times of achievement of the practical.
Hut
war; (5) the bombardment of ports while
most
clearly ull
clJes, and villages by naval forces above set. forth, It remains our clear
In October. 1904, at the Instance of duty to strive In every practicable
the interparliamentary union, which, way to bring nearer the time when the
at a conference held In the Unlttv. sword shall not be the arbiter among
States and attended by the lawmak- natons. At present the practical thing
ers of fifteen different nation, had to do is to try to minimize the numreiterated the demand for a seco:1 ber of cases in which it. must be the
conference of nations, I issued invita- arbiter, and to offer, at least to all
tions to all "the powers of The Hnsiio civilized powers, some substitute for
convention to send delegates to siirh war wheh wll be available in at letirt
a conference and suggested that i; bo a considerable number of instances.
again held at The Hague. In its not Very much can be none through anof December 1C. 1904. the United other Hague conference in this direc
States government communlcatsd to tion, and I most earnestly urge that
the representatives of foreign govern- this ration do all In Its power to try
ments its belief that the conference to further the movement and to make
could be best aranged under the pro- the result of the decisions of The
visions of tlie present Hague treaty Hague conference effective. I earnestFrom all the powera acceptance War ly hope that the conference may be
received, coupled in some casei with able to devise some way to make arbithe condition that we should wait tration between nations the customary
until the end of the war then was'm? way of settling International disputes
between Russia and Japan. Tr em- in all save a ' few classes of cases,
peror of Russia, immeditely after the which should themselves be as sharptreaty of peace' which so happily ter- ly defined and rigidly' limited' as the
minated this war, In a note prese1 ed present governmental and social deto the president on September IS, velopment of the world will permit.-Ithrough Ambassador Rosen, took rhe
possible, there should be; a general
initiative In' recommending that the arbitration treaty negotiated among
conference Je now calledv Tne United all the nations ..represented at the. conStates government In response expres- ference! . Neutral rights aiul property
sed its cordial acquiescence and stat- should be protected at sea its they
ed that it would, a a matter of course, are protected on land- - There should
take part in the new conierenc? and be an international agreement to- this
endeavor to further its aims. We as- purpose and a similar agreement
?
sume that all civilized governcmuts
contraband of war.
will suupport the movement, and that
During the last, century there has
the confernce is now an assire.l fact. been a distinct diminution in the numThis government will do everything ber of wars between the most civiliz- International relations
in its power to secure the success of ed nations.
the conference to the end that sub- have become closer, and the developstantial progress may be made in fhe ment of The Hagu'e tribunal is not
cause of international peace, justice, only a symptom of this growing close-ne- s
of relationship, but is a means
and good will.
This renders It proper at this time by which the growth can be furtherto say iomething as to the general ed. Our aim should be from time to
attitude of this government tow.ird time to take such steps as may be
peace. More and more war is coming to possible toward creating something
be looked upon as in itself a lamenta- like an organization of the civilized
ble and evil thing. A wanton or use nations, because as the world becomes
less war, or a war of mere agg'. Jision more highly organized the need for
in short, any war begun or carried on navies and armies will diminish. It is
in a conscienceless spirit, is to Le not possible to secure anything like
condemned" as a peculiarly atroc'ous an immediate disarmament, because it
crlme'agalnst all humanity. We can, would first bp necessary to settle
however, ' do nothing of permanent what peoples are on the whole a menvalue for peace unless we keep ever ace to the rest of mankind, and to
clearly in mind the ethical element provide against the disarmament of
which lies at the root of the problem. the rest being turned Into a movement
Our aim is righteousness. Peace is which would really chiefly benefit
normally the handmaiden of righteous- these obnoxious peoples; but it may
ness; but when peace and righteous- be possible to exercise some check
ness conflict then a great and upright upon the tendency to swell indefinitehesily the budgets for military expendipeople can never for a moment
tate to follow the path which leads ture. Of course such an effort could
toward righteousness, even though succeed ortly if it did not attempt to
that path also leads to war. There are do too much; and if it were undertakpersons who advocate peace at any en in a spirit of sanity as far removed
price; thore are others who, following as possible from a merely hysterical
it is worth whila
a false analogy, think that because it
civilized pointing out that since the end of the
,1s no longer necessary in
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high-minde-
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pseudo-phllantrop-

countries for individuals to protect
their right? with a strong hand, it la
therefore unnecessary for nations to
be ready to defend tneir rights. These
persons would do irreparable harm to
any nation that adopted their principles, and even as it I, they seriously
hamper the cause which they advocate
by tending to render it absurd in the
eyes of sensible and patriotic men.
There can be no woree foe of mankind
in general, and o. his own country In
particular, than the demagogue of war,
the man who in mere folly or to serve
his own nelflsh ends continually rails
at and abuses other nations, who seeks
to excite his countrymen against foreigners on insufficient pretexts, who
excites and inflames a perverse and
aggressive national vanity, and who
on
may on .eccaslons wantonly bringsome
and
nation
his
between
conflict
other nation. But there are dem
demgogues of peace Just as there are
such
in
and
any
agogues of war,
movement as this for The Hague conference It la essential not. to be misled by one set of extremists any more
than by. the other. Whenever it
K)slble for a nation or an individual
to work for real peace, assuredly it
g a failure of duty not so to strive;
but if war Is necessary and righteous
tKn either the man or the nation
shrinking from it forfeits all title to
We have scant sympathy
with the sentimentalist who dreads oppression less than physical suffering,
who would prefer a shameful peace to
the pain end toil sometimes lamentaa
bly necessary in order to fecure
is only
there
As
yet
peace.
rightfotu
a partial and Imperfect analogy be1

..

insurrection In the Philippines this nation has shown its practical faith in
the policy of disarmament by reducing
But disarmits little army
ament can never be of prime importance; there is more jieed to get rid
of the causes of war than of the implements of war.
I have dwelt much on the dangers
to be avoided by steering' clear of
any mere foolish sentimentality because my wish for peace la so genu
lne and earnest; because I have a real
and great desire that this second
Hague conference may mark a long
stride forward In the direction of securing the peace of Justice throughout
the world. No object l? better worthy
the attention of enlightened siateman-Bhithan the establishment of a surer method than rlow exists of securing Justice as betwen na:Tons, both for
the protection of the little nations
and for the prevention of war between
the big nations. To this aim we
should endeavor not only to avert
bloodshed, but, above all. effectively to
strengthen the forces or right. The
Golden Rule should be, and as the
world grows in morality It will be.
guiding rule of conduct among nations ai among Individual; though
the Golden Rule must not be construed, in fantastic manner; as forbidding
the exercise of police power. This
mighty and free republic should ever
deal with all other states, gnat or
ftnall, on a basis of high honor, respecting their rights as Jealously as it
safeguards It own.
Monroe Doctrine
One of the most effective instruments for peace Is the Monroe Doc
one-thir-

p

,
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rlilsena by au appeal to arms, It U
much to be wUhcd that ull foreign
governments would take tho uuu
view. Hut tiny do not; and In ceu
sequence we ai's liable at any time
to be brought face to face with disagreeable alternative. On the one
hand, this country would certainly de
cline to go to war to prevent a foreign
dl ions It would now bo completely govrnment from collecting a Ju.l
5
outworn, would not meet any of tho debt; on the other hand, It U very Inneeds of the present day, ami Indeed advisable to permit uny foreign pow- $
even teinpurarl-lv- .
woul
probably by this time have er to take possession,
- houses
of an Ame J
customof
suuk Into complete oblivion.
the
It Is
useful at home, and Is meeting with rican republic In order to enforci the
J
recognition abroad because we have payment of Its obligations; lor mici
adapted our appllcullou of it to meet temporary occupation might lurn In- $
The wily
the growing tud changing needg of the to a permanent occupation.
hemisphere. When we announce
escape from these alternatives may ut
policy, such as tho Monroe doctrine, any time be that we must ourselves
we thereby commit ourselves to the undertake to bring ubout some arof tho policy, and those rangement by which so much us posconst queuces from time to time alter, sible or a Juxt obligation hull lw
counIt Is out of the question to claim
paid. It Is fur belter that thU
right and yet shlik the responsibility try should put through such
for its exercise, Not only we, but all
rather thun allow uny for.
American republics who ure benefit elgn country to undertuke it. To do
td by the existence of the doctrine so Insures the defaulting republic
must recognize the obligations each from having to pay debts of an Imnut Ion la under as regards foreign peo proper character under duress, while
pies no less thati Its duty to insUt It also Insures honeBt creditors of tho
i public
from being passed by in the
upon its own rights.
mat enir rignts una interests are interest of dishonest or grasping cre- 1
deeply conuTiied in the maintenance ditors. Moreover, ior the United
of the doctrine is. so clear as hardly States to take such a position offers
(o need argument. This is especially the only possible way of insuring us
true In view of the construction of the against, a clash with some foreign
I'anunia canal. As a mere matter of power. The position is, therefore, in
wt must exercise a close the Interest of peace as well as in the
watch over the Approaches to this Interest of Justice. It Is of benefit
canal; and this means liar we must to our people; It is of oeneflt to forhe thoroughly alive?' to our Interests eign peoples; and most of all it la realin t ho Caribbean Sea.
ly of benefit to the people of the counThere are certain essential points try concerned.
which must never be forgotten as re
This brings me to what should be
gardtt the Monroe doctrine. In the one of tne lunaameniai oojecis oi
first place we must as a nation make the Monroe doctrine. We must ourit evident that we do not Intend to selves In good faith try to help upward
treat it in any shape or way as an inwnril neaco and order those of our
excuse for aggrandizement on our part sister republics which need Btich help. I
at. the expense of the republics to the Just as there has ben a gradual growth
south. We must recognize the fact of the ethical element in the relations
that In fome South American countries of one individual to another, so we
there has been much suspicion lest we are, even though siowiy, more ana
should interpret the Monroe doctrine more coming to recognize the duty or
as in some way Inimical to their In- bearing one another's burdens, not
terests, and we must try to convince only as among individuals, but also as
all the other nations of this continent among nations.
once und for ull that no Just and orSanto Domingo,
'
Santo Domingo, in her turn, has
derly government has anything to
fear from us. These are certain re- now made an appeal to us to help her,
publics to the south of us which and not only every principle of wls-have already reached such a point of dom but every generous instinct with
lability, order, and prosperity that in us bid us respond to the appeal. It
Ihcy themselves, though as yet hard- is not of the slightest consequence
ly consciously, are among the guaran- whether we grant the aid needed by
tors of this doctrine. These republics Santo Domingo as an incident to the
we now meet not only on a basis of en- wise development of the Monroe doc
tire equality, but in a spirit of frank trine, or because we regard the case
and respectful friendship, which we of Santo Domingo as standing wholly
tiope Is mutual. If all of the republics by. itself, and to be treated as such,
to the south of us will only grow as and not on general principles or with
those to which 1 allude have already any reference to the Monroe doctrine.
rrown, all need for us to be the es The Important points is to give the
pecial champions of the doctrine will needed aid, and the case is certainly
disappear, for no stable and growing sufficiently peculiar to deserve to be
American republic wishes to see ome Judged purely on its own merits. The
?reat
military power ac- condltions ln Santo Domingo have for
its
neighborhood. a number of years grown from bad to
ir.,
quire territory
All tharj this country desires is that worse until a year ago all society
the other republics on this continent was- oa .tiie verge of dissolution.
Just-a- t
hall be nappy and prosperous; and
this time a ruler
th,ey cannot be happy and, prosperous gpran$hup in Santo. Domingo, who,
unless they maintain... .prder withitt wlth his '.colleague
saw, the dantlieir boundaries, and behave with a' gers "threatenllig their country. and
first regard !for their obligations tothe friendship of tne only
ward outsiders. It must be understood great and powerful neighbor "who
that under no circumstances will the
the power, and as they hoped
United States use the Monroe doctrine fLlgo- the will to help them. Tluire was
as a cloak for territorial aggression.
danger of ; foreign IntervenWe 'desire peace with the world, but tion. " The previous rulers of Santo
had recklessly incurred
perhaps most of all with the other Domingocontinent. debts, and owing to her Internal dispeoples of the American
There are of course limits to the orders she had ceased to be able to
nawrongs which any
provide means of paying the debts.
tion can endure. It is alway possible The patience of her foreign creditors
that wrong actions toward this nation, had become exhausted, and at least
or toward citizens of this nation, in two foreign nations were on the
some states unable to keep order point of intervention, and were only
among its own people, unable to se- prevented from intervening by the uncure Justice from outsiders, and un- official assurance pf this government
willing to do Justice to, those out- that it would Itself strive to help
siders who treat it well, may result In Santo Domingo In her hour of need.
our having to take action to protect In the case of one of these nations,
our rights; but such action will not only the actual opening of negotiations
be taken with a view to territorial to this end by our government preaggression, and it wui be taken at all vented the seizure of territory in Sanand to Domingo by a European power. Of
oniy with extreme reluctance
when
it has become- evident that the debts incurred some were Just,
every other resource has been exhaust- while some were not of a character
which really renders It obligatory on,
ed.
or
proper for, Santo Domingo to pay
we
must
It
evident
make
Moreover,
that we do not Intend to permit the them In full. But she could not pay
Monroe doctrine to be used by any na- any of them unless some stability was
tion en this continent as a shield to assured her government and people.
According to the executive departprotect it from the consequences of its
own niisJeeds against foreign nations, ment of our government negotiated a
if a republic to the south of ns com- treaty under which we are to try to
mits a tort against a foreign nation, help the Dominican people to straight'
such as an outrage against a citizen en out their finances.. This treaty Is
of that nation, then the Monroe doc- pending before the Senate. In the
trine does not force u& to interfere to meantime a temporary arrangement
has been made which will last until
prevent punishment of the tort, save
to see that the punishment does not the Senate has had time to take acassume the form of territorial occupa- tion upon the treaty. Under this artion in any shape. The case Is more rangement the Dominican government
to all the imdifficult when It refers to a contrac- has appointed Americans
In
customs serthe
portant
positions
tual obligation. Our own government
are
to the honest
and
vice,
they
seeing
has always refused to enforce such
collection of the revenues, turning
contractual obligations on behalf of Its
Continued on page 6.)
trine, a It has been and U being
gradually developed by this uatlou
and aeei pled by other nations. No oth
er policy could have been us efficient
in pioiiHiiiiiii pi iuu in thb
western
and In giving to each
nai ion thereon the clmuco to develop
along lis pwu Hues. If we had refused
ut apply the doctrine to cliunglug cem
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has done as regards tho Yosemlte,
he Is dropped unless ho camei up to partment of commerce and lubor, to law as regard the Chinese laborer, served no good purpose whatever,
that Is not a matter
upon Nothing should be allowed to Inter,
certain stundard of excellence, ami suitervlso the a.iiulnlrilrutlon of the skilled or unskilled, and there is no
fflicn he graduate
he takes rank In naturalization laws and to receive re fxciiHo for any man teellng or affect which a bfuring of tho employe found fere with the preservation of Niagara
.
(Continued from pago ft.
he uriny according to til rung of
turns of naturallutKnu pending and lug to feel tho slightest alarm on the to be inefficient can bo of any value, Fulls In all their beauty uud majesty
ami iu practice mo nilo providing If the statu can not see to this then
sulject.
are
at
West
The result
accomplished,
good
over 45 per cent, (o tho government Point; and there should be
Hut In the effort to carry out the for Kuch not leu und hearing hun mere- it Is e'arneiitly to bo wished that ho
Heeond, Uniformity of naturalWa
in tho nrniy
for running expenses and putting the (self something that will achieve, the Hon certificates, fees to be charged, policy of excluding Chinese laborers, ly resulted iu keeping in a certain bliouhl bo willing to turn it over to
other 85 per cent. Info a safe depoH
Chinese coolies, grave lnjustico and number of incompetents, becuuso of tho national government, which should
ame end. After a certain ago bus and procedure,
tary for the rquitabtt division In case reen reached the average' officer Is.
of heads of depart- In such ciiho (If possible, in conjuncThird. More exacting qualifications wrong have been done by this nation tho relue-liincihe treaty shil! be ratified, among tnc unfit to !o good work below u certain for citizenship.
to the people of China, an! i ho re fore ments and bureau chiefs to go througa tion with tho Canadian government)
various creditors, whether European ;radu. Provision should bo made for
Fourth. The preliminary declara ultimately to this nation Itself. Chin the required procedure. Kxpcilouco assume tho burden and responsibility
or American
has b ho wit that this rule is wholly in- of preserving unharmed
ho promotion of exceptionally mcrlto tion of intent km to be abolished and cko students, business and professionNiagara
Th msroin lioiisf
offer well-nigIons men over tho heads of their rout-ades- no alien to be mil unitized until at al men of all kinds not only mer- effective to save any man, if a su- Fulls, just as It should gladly assume
the only sources of revenue In Santo
and for the retirement of all least ninety days after the filing of chants, but bankets, doctors, manu- perior for improper reusous wishes to a similar burden and responsibility
DnmliiKo, am the dlfffn-n- t
revolution men who have reached a given age J his petition.
and remove iilm, and Is mischievous Le- - for tho Yosemito national park, and
facturers, professors, travelers,
U limit
unually have an their real aim the on
Fifth. Jurisdiction to naturalize the like should be encouraged to cause It sometimes serves to keei ,3 it has already assumed thein for
beyond a given rank;
getting
talning possession of these niHtain 'his age of retirement of roursH cluing aliens to bo confined to United Stales eonio here ami treated on precisely iu the service incompetent men noi tho Yellowstone national park. Adehouses. The mere fact that the col n from rank to rank. In both the llstrlet courts and to such state the same footing that we tit ut stu- guilty of specific wrong-doing- .
Hav quate provision tuiould bo made by
lectors of ru'toma are American
ac- dents, business men, travelers,
ami ing these fuels in view, the rule ha congrcBs for the proper care and
trmy and the navy there; should be courts as have Jurisdiction In civil
that they are performing their duties vune prlnclplo of selection, that id of tions in which tho amount In contro the llko of other uitloti3, Our lawn been amended by providing
of all these national parks.
that
with efficiency and honesty, and- that roniotlon for merit, and there should versy Is unlimited; In cities of over ami treaties should be framed not so where the Inefficiency or incapacity The boundaries of tho Yellowstone
the treaty In pending In the senate, be a resolute effort to eliminate the lOO.dOO Inhabitants the United States as to put the'so people In the excepted comes within the personal knowledge rational park should be extended to
gives a certain moral power to the ted office
or reputable character llHtiict courts to havo exclusive Ju- classes, but to state that we admit all of the head of a department tho re the south and east to take in such porgovernment of Panto Domingo which who pomes no special efficiency.
risdiction In tho naturalization of t"e Chinese, except Chinese of the coolie moval muy be made without notice, tions of the abutting forest reservaIt ha not had before. This has com
class, Chinese skilled or unskilled la- the reasons therefor being filed and tion as will enable tho government to
There should be an Increase in the aiien residents of such cities.
pletely discouraged all revolutionary ".aunt artillery force, ho that our coaHt
borers.
would not be the made u record of tho department
There
Pubic Lands Law.
protect the elk In their winter range.
movement, while It has already pro 'unifications can bo In some degree
Once again I call your attention to hast danger that any such provision The absolute right of removal resit
The most characteristic animal of
duced such an Increase In the reve
man nned. Tfiere lij special ho condition of the public land laws, would result In any relaxation of the where it always has rested, with tiie the western plains was the great
nuea that the government Is actually adequately
need for an Increase und reorganiza-Io- ftecent developments have given new law about laborers. These will, under iiead of a department; any limitation fchaggy-muncwild ox, the bison, comRetting more from the 45 per cent
of the medical doptwinient; of the urgency to the need for such chang- all conditions be kept out absolutely. of this absolute right results in grave monly known us buffalo. Small fragthat the American collectors turn over
Th ments of herds exist In a domesticated
irnty. In both tho army and navy es as will fit these laws to actual pre- Hut it will be more easy to see that injury to the public service?.
to It than It got formerly when It there
must be the same thorough sent conditions. The honest disposal both Justice and courtesy are shown, change is merely one of procedure
stato here und there, a few of them
took the entire revenue It In enab
raining for duty In tho staff corps as and right use of tho remaining lands as they ought to be shown, to other it was much needed, and it is pro In tiie Yellowstone park. Such a herd
of
the
harrassed
poor
ling
people
In the fighting linn.
as that on tho Flathead reservation
Only' by such Is of fundamental, Importance. The Chineee, if the law or tnaty Is fram duclng good results.
Santo Domingo once more to turn
' Tho civil service law is
In advance we can bo sure Inlqulous methods by which the mon- ed as alone suggested. Examinations
training
en should not be allowed to go out of
being
tbelr attention to Industry and to be Shat In actual war Held
14
being should be completed, at the port of du- ergetlcally and Impartially enforced existence. Either on some reservaoperations opolizing of the public lands
free from the curse of Interminable
nd those at sea will be carried on brought about under tho present laws ra j't tire from China. For this purpose aiid in the large majority of caset tion or on some forest reserve like
revolutionary disturbance. It offers to Miccecsfully.. The Importance of this are .becoming more generally known, tiicre should bo provided a more adecomplaints of violations of either the tho Wichita reserve and game refngo
all bona fide creditors, American and was shown
In tho Span but the existing laws do not furnish quate consular service in China than oy the civil service law. The action.
conclusively
provision should be made for the preEuropean, the only really good chance
Tho recommendawe now have.
effective
The appropriations, rounded.
and the
In this respect, this law servation of such a herd. I believe
to obtain that to which they are Just- wars. Tho work
of the mod leal de- - tions of the public lands commission both for the office of the consuls and compares very favorably with any oth eli tit i he scheme would be of economic
ly entitled, while It in return gives tiartments In the Japanese
army and upon this subject are wine and should for tho office forces In the consulate?, er federal statute. The question ol advantage, for the robe of the buffalo
to Santo Domingo the only opportunl
fhould be Increased.
Is especially worthy of study. I be given effect.
mvy
politics in the appointment and re is of high market value, and the same
ty of defense against claims whlcbj It renew my recommendation of January
As a people we have talked much tentlon of tho men
The creation of small
irrigated
now
If
meets
not
to
engaged in mere!) is true of the robe of the crossbred
for
it
pay,
ought
as to the medical department farms under tho reclamation act Is a of the open deior in China, and we ex ministerial work lias
1,
animals.
been practicalh
the vlewg of iho Senate we shall our it 1905,
cerin-sof
the army and call attention to the powerful offset to the tendency
pect and quite rightly intend to
in almost the entire field
eliminated
Service.
eve thoroughly examine all (bene
upon, Justice beting shown us by of government employment covered
quai Importance of the needs of the tain other laws to foster or permit
I call your especial attention to the
claims, whether American or foreign, Half
act
Under
of
the
that
land,
of the navy. In the medi menopoy
the Chinese.. Hut we can not expect law or rules are discovered to be un
desirability of giving to the members
and see that none that are improper al corps
of
the construction of great irrigation to receive equity unless we do equity. of the congress in
of
the
service pensions
com
the
are paid. There Is, of course, opposi- In departmentIs thethe navy (be first
providing
reorganization of works has been proceeding rapidly We can not ask the Chinese to do to mission with its own force instead "ol such as are given to firemen and poltion to the treaty from dishonest cred- - the Importance
reclaimed
us what we are unwilling to do to
hospital corps, on the lines of the and successfully, the lands
requiring it to rely on detailed clerk icemen In all our great cities. The
itors, foreign and American, and from Oalllnger
bill (S. 3884, February 1, ire eagerly taken up, and the prospect them. They would
have a perfect has been
service continuof
the
the professional revolutionists
justified by the increased men In the
national
of
the
hat
irrigatiem right to exclude our laboring men if
and the reapportionment of the
policy
in
most
the
matter of fact
and
work
at
done
a
cost
to
smaller
the
Island itself. We have already reason 1904),
ally
grades of tnc medical oirl- - will accompli)-- all that was expected, our laboring men threatened to come government. I urge upon the congress way do deeds such as make Amerito thieve that some of the creditors llfferent
ex
be
act
should
Is
The
It
of
to
Into
as
meet
service
;ers
bright.
their country in such numbers
requirements. It
a careful consideration of the reeom cans proud of their country. They
who do not dare expose their claims seems
advisable also that medical of tended to Include ihe state of Texas. to Jeopardize the well-beinof the mendutions contained in the annual have no
to hor?st scrutiny are endeavoring to fleers of the
political influence; and they
The relamation act derives much eif Chinese population; and as, mutatis
army and navy thould
live in such remote places that the
the
of
commission.
report
v f tlr u i sedition In the island and oppoIt
tends,
fact
the
from
that
Its
value
have similar rank and pay in tbelr
mutandis, these were the conditions
sition to the treaty. In the meantime
really heroic services they contain- Copyright Laws.
to secure the greatest possible m.i with which Chinese immigration acI
1 VVVI
I have exercised the authority vested respective grades, bo that their duties
Our
t
need
laws
QVUU IIVOV 1 C
copyright
urgently
ij I
can be carried on without friction ber of homes on the land nnd to cre- tually brought this people face to
In me by the joint resolution of the
the
from
It is unare
revision.
in
de
cognition
public.
They
lmperfect
In
of
freeholders,
when
are brought together. The ate communities
face, we had and have a perfect right, finillon, confused and inconsistent in
for
a
nation
like
this to
congress to prevent the introduction of base they
great
just
hospitals of the navy fhould be part by settlement on public land, in which the Chinese government in no
arms Into the island for revolutionary
to
men
oecome
these
for
omit
permit
totally
expression;
they
provision
of
the
subdivision
In
large
reHit
"
condition to meet modern
part by forcing
way contests, to act as we have acted
purposes.
before they can get in the matter of restricting coolie im- many articles which, under modern disabled or to meet death In the perbe
and
holdings
Xulrcments
private
ships
pro
hospital
Under the course taken, stability
of their hazardous duty and
water from government
Irrigation migration. That this right exists for reproductive processes, are entitled to formance
and order, and all the benefits of peace vided. Unless we now provide with works. The law
to
them no sort of reward.
yet
give
impose
protection;
they
hardships
no
that
right each country was
requires
acknoware at last coming to Santo Domingo, ample forethought for the medical to thei use of water
the copyright proprietor which If one of them serves thirty years of
upon
for land in pri- ledged in the last explicitly
of the army and navy appalling
needs
treaty between the are not essential to the fair protec his life in such a position, he should
danger of foreign intervention has suffering of , a
preventable kind is vate ownership shall be sold for onea two countries. But we must treat the tion of the
been suspended, and there Is at last
100
acres
public; they are difficult surely be entitled to retire on half
to any
exceeding
Chinese student, traveler, and busia prospect, that all creditors will get ure to occur if ever the country goes tract owner.
This provislem has ex- ness man in a spirit of the broadest for the courts to interpret and im pay, as a fireman or policeman does,
war.
Is
to
not, reasonable to expect land
It
justice, no more and no less. It the successful administration in time of cited active and powerful hostility,
possible for the copyright office to and if he becomes totally incapaci
justice and courtesy if we expect sim administer with satisfaction to the tated through accident or sickness or
arrangement is terminated by the fall war of a
delaw
of
success
the
ItSqlf
the
a
which
but
lacks
department,
ilar treatment to be accorded to out
of the treaty chaos will follow; and if
loses his health In the discharge of
officers neces- pends on the wise and firm enforce- own people of similar rank who go public. Attempts to improve them b
chaos follows, sooner or later this gov- thirj of the number' ofmedical
no
his duty he or his family should reamendment
been
have
subto
not
frequent,
afford;
service ment of it. Yfe can
to China. Much trouble has come dur
ernment may be involved in serious sary to perform the
tenants' for freehokli'rs' on the ing the past summer from the organ less than twelve acts for the purpose ceive a pension just as spy soldier:
stitute
In time of peace.
who
need
We
men
difficulties with foreign government?
'
"' "
having been passed since the revised should.. I call your attention with esized .boycott against, American goods statutes.
over the island, or else may be forced are not merely doctors; they must be public domain.
To perfect them by furthei pecial earnestness to this matter beIn dealing with this question 'it Is which has beem started iu China. The
itself to Intervene It the island In trained In the 'administration of mill',
seems , Impracticable. A cause it appeals not on: eo our judgamendment
unwise to depart from the old Amen malnj factor in producing this boycott
some unpleasant fashion. Under the ary medical service.
our sympathy; for-thof them Is essen ment but-trevision
Our navy, 'must, relatively to the can tradition and to discriminate for has, been the resentment felt by the complete
on
whose
benalf I ask.it are
proposed treaty the Independence of
tiul.
people
,; Such a revision, to meet mod
dtfeires1 to students and business
people of China, era
the Island is scrupulously respected, navks'of other nations, always be of or against any man who
In number, render.
few
ne
found
has
been
comparatively
conditions,
the danger of violation of the Monroe greater size than out arnjy.;, VVe have coined here, and become. ft" Citizen,' save by all the Chinese leaders, against cessarv' In Oermanv. Austria. Sweden incalculable service of a particularly
grem'hd
the'
on
edua
o'Clhattyan's'ftrness $e..harshness of our law toward
doctrine by the intervention of for most wisely continued for number of
no one to
it Is "our right ahd cated Chinamen of the .professional and other foreign countries, and bills dangerous Kind, and" have
'
'
..
elgn powers vanishes, and the lier years fo build up our navy,' and t lias for "citizenship;
them.
ior
;
are?
it
in
'
speak
embodying
pending
England
'
oucim and business classes.
ferenee of our government is mini now reached a fairly high standard of uuiy.iOtConsKier ins luuiiu uu should
,
'
Indians.
,
has
colonies.
It
the
and
Australian
of
His
standard
living
This government has the- f rlendnest
mlzed, so that we shall only act In fflclency. 'This standard of efficiency quality."
During the year Just past, the
will
pressure feeling for China and desires China's been urged, here, and proposals for a ohase
cojnnctlon with' the Santo Domingo niift not only be maintained, but In- be such that helower not, by
of the Indian Question which
to
.commission
it
have
undertake
standard
of
of
necnot.
seem
the,,
to
me
well being. We cordially 'sympathize
competition,
authorities to secure the proper ad creased. It does
most sharply brought to pubhas
been
to
from
time
been
upon
time,
pressed
lor with the announced purpose of Japan
ministration of the customs, and there essary, however, that the navy slmuld living of euir own
is the larger legal signilic
attention
o,
the
The
inconveniences
congress.
at least In the Immediate future be It must ever bo a prime object of, our to stand for the integrity of China. the
fore to secure the payment of Junt
of the Indian's induction into
ficance
so
conditions
present
great,
being
to
standard
their
Such! an attitude tends to the peace of
keep high
debts and to secure the Dominican Increased beyond the present number legislation
an attempt to frame appropriate legis citizenship.
This has made itself
to the world.
government arainst demands for mi of units. What is now clearly neces of living. If the man who seeksand
lation has been made by the copy manifest riot only in a great accesb
i
Is
moral
come
In
frem
Is
here
to
the.
substitute
efficient
for
The Civil Service.
Just debts. The rronosed method w'll sary
right office, whiciT has called confer of litigation in which the citizen Inefficient units as the latter become social standpoint of such a character
The civil service law has been on ence8 of the various interests
give the people of Santo Domingo tlM worn-out
especi dian figures as a party defendant and
or as It becomes apparent as to bid fair to add value to the com the statute books for twenty-twsame chance to move onward and u
and
with in a more widespread disposition to
concerned
ally
practically
welcom
should
he
be
heartily
ward which we have already giver nai tney are useless, rrouaoty me munlty
and a vast the operation of the copyright laws levy local taxation upon his personyears.
president
Every
to the people i f Cuba. It will be result would be attained by adding a ed. We can not afford to pay heed to majority of heads of departments who It has secured from them
suggestions ality, but in a decision of the United
whether he Is Of one creed or another, have been In office
that
doubly to our discredit as a nation single battleship to our navy each
during
period
as
to
the
it has tates supreme court which struck
changes
necessary;
can
vesnot
of one nation or another. We
If we fall to take advantage of till year, the superseded or outworn
have favored a gradual extension of added from its own experience and away the main prop on which has
is
Cath
as
or
he
whether
afford
to
laid
broken
consider
sels
to
up
up
of
being
chance: for it will be
damage
the merit system. . The more thor- investigations, and it has drafted a hitherto rested tho government's beolic or Protestant, Jew or Gentile;
ourselves, and it will be of incalcula- they are replaced. The four single-turre- t
have been under- bill which embodies such of these nevolent effort to protect him against
its
oughly
monitors built Immediately after whether he i3 Englishman or Irish stood, the principles
ble damage to Santo Domingo. Every
been the favor changes and additions as, after full the evils of Intemperance. The court
has
greater
inman, Frenchman or German, Japanese, with which the law has been
(consideration of wise policy, .and the close of the Spanish war, for
regarded
and
crlti holds, in effect, that when an Indian
'
expert
or
be
of
Maygar. by administrative officers. Any at- discussion
Italian, Scandinavian, Slav
above all, every consideration of l.irg" stance, are vessels which would
be
to
sound becomes, by virtue of an allotment
cism,
apeared
out
war.
we
of
to
is
In
should
find
event
use
the
What
desire
but
little
bid
us
the
meet
request
generosity,
tempt to carry to the great executive and
In
form
safe.
this of land to him, a citizen of the state
of Santo Domingo as wo arj now, try- The money spent upon them could the individual quality of the individof the government with- bill would
departments
in which his land is situated, he passthe
insuffi
replace
In
existing
ual man. In my judgment, with this out this law would
have been more usefully spent1
ing to meet it.
inevitably result cient and inconsistent laws by one es from under federal control in such
to
been
we
nave
have
in
would
end
It
Thus
shall
other
view,
ways;
prepare
Army and Navy.
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(Continued on page 7.)
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Causes
Indigestion
Catarrh of tho
Stomach.
that
For many years
haa been
ll

II

The Hygeife. Ice

supposed

Mad

Catarrh of the Stomach caused Indigestion
end dyspepsia, but the truth Is eiactly the
opposite.
Indigestion causes catarrh. Repeated attaeka of Indigestion Inflames the
mucous membranes lining the stomach and
exposes the nerves of the stomach, thus causing the glands to secrete mucin Instead of
the Juices of natural digestion. Tale !
called Catarrh ol the Stomach.

ICodol

2,000 lbs. or more each delivery, - 25c per hundred
35c
"
1,000 to2 000 lbs.
14
"
50c
500 to 1,000 lbs.
"
75c
Less than 50 lbs.

Dyspopsia Curo

CR.VSTAL ICE CO..

1
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drug

t

McGuire & Webb

for onus

Make tho Stomach Sweet.
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For sale
store and Winters Drug

t

BOTH PHONES, SIT

Kodol Digests What Yon Eat

a
at

Distilled Water.

PRICES

relieves all inflammation of the mucous
membranes lining the stomach, protects the
nerves, and cures bad breath, sour risings,
a sense of fullness after eating, Indigestion,
dyspepsia and ail stomach troubles.
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the
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office of the corporation, the
Chicago Live Stock.
owned by Gipple ft Pettlt and that
Tranquility has existed during the at the
B. ly
stockman needs the insotra
of
Evirv
office
the
same
Stephen
the
being
archipelago,
the restaurant will be c6nducted as
past year throughout
A
of the International
except In the province of Cavite, the Davis, Jr., at Las Vegas, ' In the county The Montezuma. We have employed tton and benefit
of
Will
be
held
Exhibition.
the
and
Stock
prostild
Live
In
Territory
San
of
of
Miguel,
Batangas,
province
the same cook and will continue to
WAR DECLARED
1905.
In Chicago Dec
vince of Samar, and in the island of New Mexico, on the 30th day of Dethe Montezuma's unsurpassed
give
BETWEEN BUTCHERS
The Jolo cember. 1905, at 10' o'clock, In the
a
to
Include
Jolo among the Moros.
trip
Arrange your plans
all our old patrons
'
event.. Tickets
disturbance was put an end to by forenoon, to take action upon the service. Thanking
,
this
for
to
Chicago
'
for past patronage and assuring them on sale December 16th to 19th inclu
.
For the next week we will
several sharp and short engagements, foregoing r?solutlon.
treatthat they will receive the same
and now peace prevails in the Moro
sell meat at the following
sive. Special rate of $39.70 via San
.EDWARD E. BRADLEY,
ment In our new place of business,
ravite. the mother of la- W.
President.
J.
Fe.
prices for cash onlv
ta
LUCAS,
Agent
so
times, is
we have room to feed all and
where
drones . In, the. u Spanish
6c
1196
Hindquarters, per lb
the
,
1 rn n
u
that
I
foregoing
certify
nermeuieu khu iub h cvuili.j..u. .vm
where we will remain open day and
j as- is a hereby
lb .... 3
per
resolution
passForequarters
of
the
true
copy
pathy of the people for ladronlsm
night, we remain,
9o
diWhole loins, per lb
Hy Bleuer's new cigar, The Elk, Is
to make It Oiincuii 10 siamp oui iuo ed at a meeting of the board of
REUBEN PHILLIPS, Prop. a home product. Union made. 7c
lb
of
comRounds
per
beef,
was
of
The
disturoea
rectors
Valley
Laguna
disease. Batangas
only
whole
or
side
Veal
....6c
by.
by reason of the fugitive ladrones pany, legally warned and held at the
For fancy candles call at Mackel's
All other meats in proportion.
from Cavite. Samar was thrown into office of the Company In New Haven,
00OOOOOOOOOOOO
disturbance by. the uneducated and Connecticut, on Monday, November cigar store.
PETER ROTH.
partly savage peoples living In the 20th, 1906, and of the call for a stockEvents at the Duncan.
mountains, who, having been given holders' meeting ef said corporation.
Alberta
Dec. 7th, "Cousin Kate"
by the municipal code more power
Attest:
V
Dec. 13th, "Tracy the Outlaw," by
than they were able to exercise disO
ERROLL M. AUGUR, Secretary.
Gallatin and company.
creetly, elected municipal officer
Dec. 15th, Mahara's Minstrels W. A.
E. R. BLOOD, Manager
and Jack Mahara.
ii
sat
Btsssss
Dec. 18th to
Kane. Shlpman ft Colvtn
Dec. 23rd, The McDonatd Stock com
pany.
X
PtESEttTS
Successors to Moor Lumber Co.
Dec. 26th "Hans Hanson.'
Dec. 2?th and
ALBERTA GALLATIN
Calls promptly attended to at f '2
Dec 28th, George Samuels' company.
,s boars. OClolnrenrMSolp'-- i
,
Jan. 1st, Bast Side fir Department
Pharmacy, 001 Sixth
'
4.1
Phones
ball.
The London and New York
Piano and rHimiture MovtaJ k
Jan. lth, Murray ft Mack In "Around
Comedy Success
Sid
Both Phono ISO
Devrbei Block..
the Town.'
Co.

12-5-

11-19-

6

9

,

ticket

night

Charles Zimmerman,

e'erk for the Santa Fe at Albuquer-

12-5- 4

homeque, passed through last night
vacation.
eastern
an
from
bound
ward

suit on contract was heard
1n the district court, brought by
Lava-dl3- ,
Bros, against Vlncente
to compel the defendant to perform a contract which he is alleged
allegto have signed. The prosecutionArthur
1904,
of
Noverobet
in
es that
Judell, a representative of Bacharacb
Bros., met the defendant on the range
near Juan de Dios. and there got him
to sign a contract to deliver his wool
in June, 1905 to Bacharach Bros., at
cents per pound. 'Lavad'e failed
14
to deliver the wool at the time' speciconfied, according to termsaof the
tract but disposed of U to other parties. Bachrach Bros, demand about
cents
14
$11G, or the difference of
that
at
wool
of
market
the
price
and
of
on
1,500
cents
pounds
22
time of
wool. Lavadle claims that he never
the allegsigned the contract and that The
case
ed signature is a forgery.
went to the Jury late this afternoon.
to-da- y

A

Bach-smc-

-

-

h

1-- 4

1-- 4

Carnations,, roses and chrysanthemums fresh today at Thornhlll's.

10-2-

Estate Co.

6

Broad-Mlnde- d

.

n

'

8-- 3

"

12-t- a

11-9-

12-5- 4

12--

9

12-4- 7

,

11-9-

12-6- 0
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'' Gehrtng's for Tents.
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For fancy candies call at Mackel's
12 54
I cigar store.

at
road wagon
at reCooley's repository will be sold
nDOUJ
duced prices. Get a good
8144
of a cheap one.
or the
A line of fine

price

flfld

Tnitlon
saie. bir. c"oi..lnMmiTIMAtra ntrppt.
t
.
b
curio Kooas. a. uujaui
li't6
Jeweler.
A11

tot
.

,

16-2-

.

1

1

1

c
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W. L. DOt'GUS SHOES

12-5- 4

0

Special line for working
men, well finished Sizes
s
6 to 11
Boys School Shots Satin
Call Sizes 2 2 to 5 1'2

s THE DU

' 02.00

1--

,

,

.

8me

in

0
0
0
0
0

j Shfe.rp Lumber Go.

0170
Ynntba

Sltll to20

Hardware and Glass.

FerSihky

Paint and Wall Paper

C. V. HEDGGOCK
COMMON SENSE SHOE STORE
New Block, 614 DourIm Ave

I

Wt

sstAi

PI.

Fire room modern
FOR RENT
house; range, heating stoves and
shades for sale. The Investment and
Both 'phones
Agency Corporation.
.

FOR RKNT

I

An elegant furnished
brick house, piano, steam
heat, telephone, and wa-lipaid. For rent for
three months.
ar

SEE

g

he Investment and Agency lorporaiion
Maiiwerer.
A.
GEO.

FLEMING,

FOR DALE

house
furnished
If you want
ready to move Into, we can show you
several at prices ranging from $260
to 13,500.
,

We have LOTS In all part of the
city at price that will Interest you
If you want to buy.

Doutlss Avenue snd 6th St.

Both Phones. No. 450

450.

-

11 132

International Exhibit
The crown of all expositions for
live stock purposes Is h great "International.
It will be held at Union
Stock Yards, Chicago, December 16
to 23 Inclusive.
Of course you will plan to attend.
Only $39.70, via the anta Fe. Tou
may buy your ticket any time, Dec.
1196
ICth to 19th. Ask
W.

J. LUCAS, Agent.
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0
0 Hubert
Henry Davis,
from tho Hudson
0 rectTheatre,
N.
0
0
0 THURSDAY
DEC. 7
o0 EVENING.
0
PRICES
0
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50c
0 $1.50, $1.00, 75c,
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President's Message
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(Contlntit'd from
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earnPKtly

reconinu-n-

the producta of the
Philippine Inland be entirely removed, except the tariff on suKar and tobacco, and that that tariff be reduced
to 25 per cent of the present rate
under the Dlngley act; that aftei
July 1, 1909, the tariff upon tobacco
and sugar produced in the Philippine
Islands be entirely removed, and that
free trade between the Islands and
the United Btatea- in the producta of
each country then be provided for by
TMngley bill upon

;

f

Stiftfs.

that the tariff now Inipoxed by the

it
.

f

s

-

?

4

law.

i

A statute in force,
1904, suspends the

enacted April 15,
operation of the
coastwise laws of the United States
upon the trade between the Philippine
Islands and the United States until
July 1, 191)6. I earnestly recommend
that this suspension be postponed un
til Jul 1, 1909. I think it of doubt
ful utility to apply the coastwise laws
to the trade between the Unite"
States and tile Philippines under any
circumstances, because I am convin
ced that It will do no good whatever
to American bottoms, and will only interfere and be an obstacle to the trade
between the Philippines and the United States' but if the coastwise law
must be thus applied, certainly it
ought not to have effect until free
trade Is enjoyed between the people
of the .United 8tates and the people
of the 'Philippine Islands In. their respective producta .
I do not anticipate that free trade
between the islands and the United
States will produce a revolution in
the sugar and tobacco production of
the Philippine Islands. So primitive
re the methods of agriculture in the
Philippine Islands, so alow Is capital
in going to the islands, so many difficulties surround a large agricultural
enterprise in the islands, that it will
be many, injinjr years before the pro.
ducts of those islands will have any
effect whatever upon the markets of
the United States. The problem of labor is also a formidable one with the
sugar and tobacco producers in the
islands. The best friend of the Filipino people and the people themselves
are utterly opposed to the admission
of Chinese coolie labor. Hence, the
ay ol utlonJsthe t ral nl ng of FIHp-,

;
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odiiilfcslon of limiiiuants fit In the , llev. J. U. Ilarshuw,
Torturs of a Preacher.
pastor of the
to uptime the duties end burden Methodist church at
Sliver City, reThe
of tho torture of Rev. O.
utory
of full Amerlran cltlzenshli). Our aim
turned
from
P.
it vacaof the Baptist church
Moore,
Thursday
evening
pastor
iniiKt be to develop the territory on
Pennsylvania. of Hurpersvlllo, N. Y will Interest
tho same Imsln of ntalile cltlzeushlp tion trip spent in
While in tho Keystone Btute tind at you. He says: "I suffered agonies,
ii
exUlu ou thlit continent.
town of llloomfk'M, Kev. Ilarshuw Incuuse of a persMeni couj;h, result-lnjthe
'
Porto Rico.
In response to numerous requests defrom the grip. I had to aliep
I earnestly advocate tho
adoption of livered a public address on New
up In bed. I tried many reniedki
leiiUlatliuj which will explicitly confer
In which he took occasion to without refit f, until I took Dr. KIm's
Mexico,
on
an
citizens
lno luU-.rand this will take u lone!
cuueiiMiip
New
n.u- X
for Consumption,
Discovery
There is. In my jud. j
Mb,: The Tnactno-n- t of a la w by the
wwjln
M0 t'4(,1"i,,
Invited
and
th,s
lm'm'
Coughs, and C(dils, which
failure
to
do
territory,
this.
entirely
coiij'icH of the United State iiiak!n' hw
harbor of Kan Juan Khould beMooklng for a land of sunnhlne and ; cured my cough, and saved n.o from
prut'lelou for free trade between the
"id improved. The expenses itood prospects to como west and to consumption." A grand cure for dis
Hand and the United State, tow I ,lr,'(lt;t'(l
ftli-rah
court of Porto Rico i0ate In this section.
eased conditions of Throat and Liiiga,
eviT, will be of greut Importance from
"ei imin me reuerai treas
a lolltleal and Heiitlmentnl
'At all druggists; price 50c and l0o,
"n,
Klcanj t,
r,,0'
point: and whllo its actuul benefit has
ten tUnei eaB,ep
fl
guaranteed. Trial bottle free,
-"''y The elections In Porto Itlco cough' croup, wbwplng
doubtless been exaggerated by tho
people of the l.lands. they will accept j
'Un
Alfred F. Leopold ,of the Burro
meet In when the bowels are open.
this measure of justice as an indica- - n'"1 . ,hV
Mountain Copper company, arrived in
tlon that the people of the
Honey andw Tar lalnl
., .Silver City from Chicago and will re- sttiitcM Hie nnvioim tn
n
I
a
tin ii..,i.iH
hl
main there for some little time on
provides for the appointment move th
In every way.!
of the Philippine
tnd
M
lh,, l"'ldcnt of the members or from tbe
business
connected with the company.
an.l especlall in the agricultural do- ,yiten,. Cut tn phlegm,
velopment .of their archipelago. It the executive round or upper house- cure, a
tnd ltrentheM
ttno k'tfHlature. has proved satlwill aid the Filipinos without Injuring'
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
weak lungM, Boli D Wlnterg Drug
n Qoodait
luterests In America.
uvl,., a.i
uipiifu coimaence rj0 ftn)j
in
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i't-tin-

in
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Hawaii.
In my Judgment Immediate steps
khotild be taken for the fortification
of Hawaii. This Is the most Import-- !
ant point In the Pacific to fortify in
order to conserve the Interest of this
country. It would be hurd to
the Importance of this need.
Hawaii Is too heavily taxed. Laws
should be enacted setting aside for a
period of, say. twenty years 75 per
cent of the internal revenue and customs receipts from Hawaii as a special fund to be expended in the Islands
for educational and public buildings,
and for harbor Improvement and military and naval defenses. It can not
be too often repeated that our aim
must be to develop the Territory of
Hawaii on traditional American lines.
That territory ha serious commercial
and industrial problems to reckon
with; but no measure of relief can be
considered which looks to legislation'
admitting Chinese and restricting
them by statute to field labor and
domestic service. The status of servility can never again be tolerated
on American soil. We can not concede that the proper solution of Its
problems 1m special legislation admit
ting to Hawaii a class of laborers
4 rva
K im
a A evil aultn iwsv iMKa
oi.oi.co
u...u
n,..u,ni..uu
and territories. There are obstacles,
unu great odsuicivb, in uie way oi
building up a representative Ameri
can community in the Hawaiian Is-It In nnt In th
7ace of
charlctS to
give up la the
;
difficulty. Many an American
monwealth has been built up against
odds similar ta tho?e that now con- -

property owners and Investors.

,

-
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No merely
effort to
meet Us problems as other Ameri-- i
half-hearte- d

cbraccceurie;

ss mHr.hc.a.n

never become a territory In which a
class of rich planters ex-- '

aBn
Is

9sln

I,

in,e Pr"Z V .A. u,lv,H",ie,ai
f,r.m ,n any
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Homestead Entry, No.

&

En-lo- w

Crip Quickly Knocked Out.
"Some week ubo during the severe
winter weather both my wife and myself contracted severe cold
which
speedily developed into the worst ldnj
of 1h grippe with u!l Us n!lcrnb!
symptoms." says Mr. J. S, Et;l"Htn f
Kni'ip mil
Maple Landing, Iowa.
Joints aching, muscle
sore,, b.'iil
stopped up, eyes and nose runnlii :.
wiin alternate, rpeus or emus m i
fever. We began using Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy, aiding the same wi i
a dose of Chamberlain's Stomach nn I
ii.-iLiver Tablets, aad by Pa llb'-ra- l
m
soon completely knocked out
These
Tablets
grip."
pr.nrole a
healthy action of the boAelf, live:'
which Is always ben?fl-cl- a
and kidney
when the syutom Is rongevtod by
a cold or attuck of the grip. For sale
by all druggists.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

Homestead Entry,

follo-

1--

Department of the interior, Land Office at Santa Fe, New Mexico, December 1, 1905.
Notice is hereby glveji that the
wing-named
settler has filed notice
of his intention to make final proof
in support of nls claim, and that si Id
proof will be made before United
States Court Commissioner at La
Vegas, New Mexico, on January 5,
19(6, viz.: Hllarlo Gonzales, of Sail
Miguel county, New Mexico, for the
N W
N E
N
S
S W
Sec. 23, T 14 N. R 23 E.
S E
W
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence upon and cultivation of said land, viz.:
Cesarlo Gonzales,'" Manuel Martinez,
Pedro Garcia, Bartolo Salas, all of
Trementlna, New Mexico.
MANUEL R. OTERO, Register.
follo-

12-4- 5

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

?"tllex'

!

No. 5253.

6078.

h'v
The problems and! t unwell

Homestead Entry,

No. 6438.

12-4- 2
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of growth
thereby rendered slower,
(he
growth must only take place by the

tv.
...h

Sefton, of Wichita. Kan.,
the Alamo restaurant
feature.
an.! reo,enP,i th ..m
Department of the Interior, Land Ofnei-of the Island are Industrial and bufc'nesH.
fice at Santa Fe, New Mexico, DeExtensive improvements
commercial rather than political.
wl l lift trade In tha tq.tipn'ont and
cember 1, 1905.
Insular Affairs In General.
service ot the same.
Notice Is nereby given that the
I wish alto to call the attention of
wing-named
settler has filed notice
the congress to one question which
it's tbe little colds that grow into of his intention to make final
proof
affects our Insular posesslons generbig colds; the big colds that end in In support of his claim, and that said
ally; namely, the need of an increased liberality In the treatment of the consumption and death. Watch the proof will be made before United
whole franchise nuestlon In these Is- little colds. Dr. Wood's Norway Pins States Court Commissioner at Las
lands. In the proper desire to pre- 8yrup.
Vegas, New Mexico, on January 5,
vent the Islands being exploited by
1906, viz.: Andres Gallegos, of San
speculators and to have them develop
Mrs. Chas. Mussenden of Rotfwell Miguel county, New Mexico, for the
In the Interest of their own people an
N E
W
Sec.
S E
vety. low with a complication of S W
error has been made in refusing to ' is
diseases,
Sec. 29, T 14 N,
20, N W
N E
mum liuiiniinuy uuerai terms to inR 24 E.
duce the Investment of
American
Half the ills that man la heir to
He names the following witnesses
capital In the Philippines and In Porto
Burdock to prove uis continuous residence upRico. Elsewhere in this message I come from
lndlgoetlon.
have spoken strongly against
the Blood Bitters strengthens and tones on and cultivation of said land, viz..
Jose Sencion Gallegos, of Trementlna,
Jealousy of mere wealth, and espeel tho stomach; makes Indigestion
..
allv of cornnrt wealth .
i,
New Mexico; Dionlcio Vega, of Tre
u Is particularly regrettable to allow
mentlna, New Mexico; Isabel Angel,
any such Jealousy to be developed
Jose Ortiz, of
Miss Emma White left Roswell last of Conant.NewMexIco;
when we are dealing either with our
tu acCept Chavez, New Mexico.
insular or with foreign aTfalrr The
MANUEL R. OTERO, Register.
big corporation has achieved its pre- a i ositlon as a
sent position In the business world
If in a kind of bilious mood,
simply because It Is the most effec
A good story Dears repeating, use
- You wish an aid to digest food,
Instrument
tve
in
business
competl.
UOn. in roreign affairs we crnnot af No other pill is half so good
Red Cioss Bag Blue; all good grocers
ford to put our people at a dlsadvan As De Witt's Little Early Risen.
sell It.
6.
tage with their competitors by In w
vn
imnanin. m
any way discriminating against the And need a magic little pill.
A Certain Cure for Croup.
. ...
... ....
...
eiilelenov or nnr hitalnnaa nrmni... wo ouier
one will nil me Din
When
a child shows symptoms of
Llttle
tla ?e 8amel waf we can not L,ke DeW,tt'a
"
,
.
croup there is no time to experiment
...
nmnn nni
t
with new remedies, no matter how
t0 ,ag behind In
ment from any twisted Jealousy of
highly they may be recommended.
business success. It Is, of courre, a
There Is one preparation that can al
Fearful
Fate.
mpr r nil am tn bav fho fhA ImioIm ahh
a tnrM fate to nave to endure ways be depended upon. It has been
,
"m
nteres n th 7
In use for many years and has never
developed if It becomes the flnan- - the terrible torture of piles. "I can been known to fall, viz: Chamberlain's
8ay" write8Harry co,8on of Cough Remedy. Mr. M. F. Compton of
"that tor B1Ind- Market, Texas, says of it, "I have used
Inching most
Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy In sev
ed for In the Interests of the islands Ing, Itching and Protruding
Plies,
e have been Wlttg M Bucklen's Arnica Salve. Is the be,i ere cases of croup with my children,
..x
and can truthfully say it always gives
to the political and edu
cure made." Also best for cuts, burns
prompt relief." For sale by all drug
(Continued on pao 9.)
nd lo1tirl4". ?Se at ail drutrrists.
gists,
L.
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Department of the Interior, Land Office at Santa Fe, New Mexico, December 1, 1905.
Notice Is hereby given that the
wing-named
settler has filed notice
of his intention to make final proof
In support of his claim, and that said
proof will be made before United
States Court Commissioner at Las
Vegas, New Mexico, on January 6,
1906, viz.: Jose Sencion Gallegos, of
San Miguel county, New Mexico, for
Sec. 1, T 13 N. R 24 E.
the S W
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence upon and cultivation of said land, viz.:
J. P. Garcia, Andres Gallegos,
Tenorio, Ines Tenorio, all of
Trementlna, New Mexico.
MANUEL R. OTERO, Register.
follo-

Mel-qulad-
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he the raparliy of the Koveinment to
fumlxh tcachorii and schouUiouxea,
Tho agricultural conditloni of tbe
than
island fnfoictt more utroncly
ever the argument la favor of reducing the tariff on the products of tin
rhllljiplne Islands entering the I'nl-
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At any rate, you seem to be getting rid
of it on auction sale prinolploa s " goio:,
going,
Stop the auction with
Ayer'a Hair Vigor. It checks falling
hair, and always restores color to gray
hair. A splendid dressing also. Sold
for over sixty years.
iwtt,,V.;V

Buy Hair
atAucthn?
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Of Special Interest to Las Vegas Theatre Goe)
Kane, Slvpman & Colvin, New Amsterdam Theatre, New York,

E. R.

B'ood, Manager Duncan Opera House, Las Vegas, N. M,

PR6S6NT

Supported by the original New York Company in the latest
London and New York Society Comtdy Success

o

r

s.

mis !1M

Direct from the New Hudson Theatre, New York

'.,:.

.1

DUNCAN OPERA HOUSE

!

U

7.

Thursday Evening,
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BBtgBOEEB
Prices $1.50, $1.00, 75c, 50c.

Curtain 8:30.

SCAT SALE OPENS T VESOAY. DECEMBER 9. AT MVRPNE1

Carriages

11:00

S DRVG STORE

SpeciisLl Notice to Theatre Goers!
"Cousin Kate," I do so, confident that you will witness

'

In offerinj; Miss Gallatin in
one of the best performance of this or any other season. The Company comes direct from the New Hudson
Theatre, New York
which theatre this pi ty opened. The Company is now on its way to the Pacific Coast, and I have succeeded
in
wenrintfa date en route.
Respectfully,
E. R. BLOOD.

j

r
LA8 VCQA8 DAILY

Mountain Roooria
Mcntizuma Ranch

X

Professional Directory
I

R sort

0. 0.

ROMERO
tjnlet healthful,
with nil conveniences 4 utiles south
re-Hi-

f

on Simla tV H H. Colormlo
Telephone, No. V.IT,
LllH

V

H

Addr.ss

i

J. Farmar, Uom.ro,

Dr. P.

C.ntor Block Dru Stor
pulntmtnt.
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Las V.gas lodye, No. 4,
meets every Monday evening at their
hall, Sixth street. All visiting breth-re- n
ATTORNEYS.
cordially Invited to Attend. Clark
M. Moore, N.
Q.; Antonio Lucero,
George H. Hunker, Attorney at law.
V. 0.; T. M. El wood,
secretary; W. Office, Veeder block, Las Vegas, N.
E. Crltes, treasurer; C. V. Hedgcock, M.
cemetery trustee.
Frank Springer, Attorney at law.
Las
W. C. T. U. meets on first Friday Office in Crockett
building,
of each month at 2:30 p. m. The place Vegas, N. M.
of meeting will be announced through
E. V, Long, Attorney at law. Office
the columns of this paper. Mrs. Lucy in
Wyman block, Las Vegas, N.
Shank, secretary; Mrs. S. C. Long, M.
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President's Message

J. W. PERRY,
Teacher of Vlo.ln.
St, Murray's Muslo Store.

SOCIETIES,

N. M,

by A p.

F

President.

ARCHITECTS.
0. E., Meets first and third
HOLT 4 HOLT,
Monday evenings, each month, at
Architects and Civil Engineers.
Knights of Pythias Hall. Visiting
brothers are cordially Invited.
Maps and surveys made, buildings
D. D. BLAorC. Exalted Ruler. and construction work of all kinds
T. E. BLAUVELT. Sec.
planned and superintended. Office,
Montoya Building, Plaza, Las Vegas
Chapman Lodge, No. 2, A. F. A A. M. Phone 94.
Regular communications tst and 3rd
Thursdays In each month. Visiting
DENTI8TS.
M. R.
brothers cordially Invited.
Established
Williams, W. M.; Charles H.
Secretary.
B. P,

HARVEY'S
GALMNAS

UIVEIt

RANCH.
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Lm Vegas,

the fundamental and vital

he given through the dehelp
velopment, of the Industries of the
lands, and a most efficient means to
this end I to encourage big American corporations to start Industries in
them and this means to make It advantageous for them to do so. To
limit the ownership of mining claims
as has been done In the Philippines
l
absurd. In loth the Philippines
and Porto Rleo tho limit of holdings
of land should he largely rained.
Alaska.

!.

I

ak

earnestly

that Alaska he

giv-

en an elective deleirato. Soma person
should be chosen .who cn speak with
authority of the needs of the territory.
The rnvernment should aid In the construction of a railroad from the Gulf
of Alaska to the Yukon
Plver, in
American territory. In my last two

PERMANENTLY CURES
CONSUMPTION, COUOHS. COLOO,
AQTMKIA.OOna THROAT, HokoOBNSOO
WHOOPING COUCH AND GROUP
DO NOT DELAY
Until the drain on your system rroduces permanent disability. The human
ui vawung nmbiunory is wonaenui system or iuoes ana ceils, J o nave good
health it must bo kept in good order. A COLD is considered of no impor-tanca,
yet if it waa known by it's proper name of "throat Inflammation,"
or "Cong aatien of the lungs," its dangerous character would be appreciated. When a cold makes its appearance use at once Ballard's Hera
aoanel Syrap which will speedily overcome it
WHOOWNO COUOH and CROUP Require Prompt Action. SNOW
LINIMENT applied to the throat and chest gives wonderful relief, while
Ballard's Horehound Syrup will rapidly stop the violent paroxysms of
THE ONLY COUOH REMEDY THAT WILL
SSiteu-I- L
CURE WHOOPINO COUOH AND
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cut tonal InlereMts of thu Manila, tint,
Important though thexo objects are,
It la not lenn Important that we bhoul l
favor their ImliiHtrlul developinent.
The government cau in rertaln ways
help this directly, as by building yond

messages I advocated certain additional action on behalf of Alaska. I
shall not now repeat those recommendations,' but I shall lay all my stress
DR. B. M. WILLIAMS
CROUP.
upon the one recommendation of givRebekah Lodge, I. 0. 0. F Meets
Dentist
DEST
FOR CHILDREN
ing to Alaska- some one authorized to
second and fourth Thursday evenings Room 3, Center blk., Las
Mrs. Mand Adams, Oolflthwalt.
Vegas, N. M. Fpeak for It. I should
! have used Ballard'a
Ti., writes:
prefer that the
each month at the 1. O. O. F. hall.
Horenouna Syrup and Ond It tho BUST
medicine for croup, coughs and
was
culda
use
made
chllUrea
ana
delegate
If
My
la
but
it
to
take
it
7
elective,
and quickly cum."
Crock
Mrs. August O'Malley, noble grand;
pleasant
Or, E. L. Hammond, Room
this Is not deemed wise then make
rs. M. E. Garlick, vice grand; Mrs, ett building. Hours 8 to 12, and 1:S( him
AND
SAFE
SUttC
Three Sizes, 25c, 30c, $LC3
appointive. At any rate, give
Mary L. Wertz, secretary; Mrs. Sarah to 5. Both phones at office and res Alaska some person whose business
Tae Callaraa't raverlte laeay
Settle Cwaalooa
J
It shall be to speak with authority on
Roberts, treasurer.
dene.
Louis. Ho.
Co.,
behalf to he congress. The nntur-a- l
Eastern 8tar, Regular communica
DR. G. L. JENKINS,
resources
of
are
Alaska
Some
great.
tion second and fourth Thursday even
of the chief needs of the peculiarly
OLD AND RECOMMENDED BY
ings of each month. All visiting brothDentist
and typically
energetic,
ers and sisters are cordially Invited.
American white population of Alaska
CENTER BLOCK DRUG COMPANY.
Mrs. E. L. Browne, worthy matron; Rooms 3 and 4. new.Hedgcock build- - were set forth In my last message. I
614
Avenue.
ins,
R. Dearth, W. P.; Mrs. Emma
do earnestly ask your attention to the
Douglas
needs of the Alaskan Indians. All which converted the Island of Cuba to resume the work of excavation on
Benedict, Sec; t Mrs. A. M. Howell,
ASSAYING.
Indians who are competent should re- from a pest hole, which menaced the n large scale.
Treas.
W. W. Corbet ceive the full rights of American citi- health of the world, Into a healthful
What is needed now and without
0. A. Collins.
Redmen meet In Fraternal Brother
It Is, for Instance, a gross place of abode, have been
zenship.
on delay is an appropriation by the conapplied
A
COLLINS
CORBET
and indefensible wrong to deny to the isthmus with
hood hall every second and fourth
satisfactory results. gress to meet the current and accrusuch
decent living In- There is no reason to doubt that when ing expenses of the commission. The
Thursday of each moon at the eighth Civil, IrrigationAssaying.
and
Mining Engineers dians as the Metlakahtlas the right to the
run. Visiting chiefs always welcome
for water supply, paving, first appropriation of $10,000,000, out
U. S. Deputy Mineral Surveying.
obtain licences as captains, pilots, and and plans
of Panama and Colon of the 1135.000,000 authorized by the
to tho wigwam.
William P. Mills, Santa Fa.
sewerage
. New Mexico.
engineers, the right to enter mining and the large labor camps have been Spooner act, was made three years
sachem f Harry, W. Brown, chief of
claims, and to profit by the home- fully carried out, the Isthmus will be, ago. It Is nearly exhausted. There
records; Frank D. Fries, collector of
stead law. These particular Indians for the tropics, an
unusually healthy Is barely enough of it remaining to
.
...
Wampum.
are civilized, and are competent and
of abode. The work ia so far car.'y the commission to the end of
place
entitled to be put on the same basis advanced now that the health of all the year. Unless the congress shall
Fraternal Union of America, Meets
with the white men round about them. those
employed In canal work is as appropriate before that time all work
first and third Tuesday evenings of
Admission to Statehood.
well guarded as it is on similar work must cease. To arrest progress for
I recommend that Indian
each month In the Fraternal BrotherTerritory in this country and elsewhere
any length of time now, when matters
and Oklahoma be admitted aa one
BRIDGE STREET
hood hall, west of Fountain Square, at
In addition to sanitating the Isth- ate advancing bo satisfactorily, would
BTaie and that New Mexico and Ari- mus,
N. P. Sund. F. M.; W.
o'clock.
satisfactory quarters are being
(Concluded on page 10).
zona be admitted aa one atate. There
POUTING, ROOFING
for employees and an ade0. Koogler, Secretary.
provided
Is no obligation upon us to treat terriTIN AND GALVAN- system of supplying them with
which are matters quate
torial
When you want a pleasant laxative
wholesome food at reasonable prices
The Fraternal Brotherhood, No. 102,
IZED
IRON
WORK. .
on
us
as
of
convenience
only,
binding
Chamberlain's Stomach and Llv
been
have
has
created.
take
meets every Friday night at their
the question of admission to state been established and Hospitals
For sale by all druggists.
that
er
Tablets.
of
equipped
west
Is
A
hall in the Schmidt building,
Solicited hood. Nothing has taken up more
Trial Order
are without superiors of their kind
Fountain square, at 8 o'clock. Visiting
In
the congress curing the past
time
The country has thus
An Emergency Medicine.
members are always welcome.
few years than the question as to anywhere.
'
made fit, to work in, and probeen
Mad
In
Ciase.'
For sprains, bruises, burns scalds
;
the statehood to be granted to the vision has been made for the welfare
JAMES N. COOK,
Millions rush in mad chase after four territories above mentioned, and
and similar injuries, there is nothing;
President.
of fadolprn after careful consideration of all that and comfort of those who are to do so good as Chamberlain's Pain Balm-I- t
extreme
one
from
health,
Miss Katie Burchell, Secretary
a
to another, when, if they would only has been developed in the discussion the work. During the past year
soothes the wound and not, only
of the plant with which.
portion
large
eat
pain, but"
food,.
good
they
queMionrcoinnMad.that
.ndJfij.UlrujlblljBayQte
PHX8ICIAN, 1
the work is to be done has been or gives Instant relief from
one
be
two
DT.
as
admitted
about
Nvw
Life
in
with
Pills.
heal
to
Immediately
King's
regular
dered. It Is confidently believed that causes the parts
DR. H W. HOUF Osteopathic phy Ineir troubles would til pass away. states. There is no Justification for by the middle of the approuching year third the time required by the usual
the advisability of A bcfflclent
sician, office, Olney block; hours, Prompt relief and quick cure for liver further delay; andterritories
proportion of this plant treatment, Sold by all druggists.
Into two will have been
four
the
making
Las
25c.
at'
and
stomach
all
trouble.
installed to enable us
9 to 12; 1:30 to
drug
phones,
States has been clearly established.
Colorado
Sunday
41,
guaranteed.
gists;
Vegas
175.(
In some of the territories the legis:
hours by appointment
lative assemblies issue licences for
B. K. Baker, junior member of the gambling.
The congress should by
rtw ftrm of Baker & Kresge, Han- inw forbid this practice, the harmful
over ir ft Wednesday for El Paso to results of which are oUvIous at a
t
lay in. a stock of goods, piu-- of which glance.
v.'lll l e purchased there and part In
The Panama Canal.
Silver City, for the purpose of stock-iiThe treaty between the United
up the new general merchandise States and the Republic of Panama,
Hanstore
under which the construction of the
LC3
Tl2Zi
l can refer yon to cistomara amoaft over. about to be opened up at
Panama Canal was made possible,
I
town.
gnarut-totb
of
tha best peopla
went into effect with its ratification
aatlafaeUon.
Wnen I clean and
by the United States senate on Feb
preaa a suit It looka Ilka new. Caanee
ruary 23, 1904. The canal properties
reaaonable. Glre ma a oalL
of the French Canal company were
1 1
transferred to the United States on
La Vogaa. Now Mai
Bridge) St.
Accidents
April 23, 1904, on payment of 40,000,
000 to that company.
On April 1,
1905,, the commission was reorganized,
RETAIL PRICES: .
and it now consists of Theodore P.
Will
Shonts, chairman, Charles E. Magoon,
Per loo lbs.
Benjamin M. Harrod,
20
each
Mordecal T. Endlcott, Brig.
Gen.
delivery
2,000 pounds or more,
Happen!
leter C Halns and Col. Oswald H.
3
Frnst John F. Stevens was appoint1,000 to 2,000 pounds, each delivery
ed chief engineer on July 1 last AcAnd when they do
tive work In canal construction, main40c
200 to 1,000 pounds, each delivery
happen you need a
has been in progress
preparatory,
ly
good Hutment and
for less than a year and a half. Dur50c
It at ouce. Al
50 to 200 pounds, each delivery
t
1 Deed
that period two points about the
ing
a
on
band
1
Y ways keep
60c
canal have ceased to be open to deLess than 50 pounds, each delivery
bottle of
bate. First, the question of route; the
canal will be built on the Isthmus of
Panama, Second, the question of feasibility; there are no physical obstacles on this route that American
engineering skill will not be able to
CACTUS OIL overcome
without serious difficulty,
or that will prevent the completion
of the canal within a reasonable time
TMs ural mmrnetizpit, soothing and
and at a reasonable cohL This is virhPHllnir remwly npofcll!y cures all hurts
tually the unanimous testimony of the
20 Douglas Avenue.
engineers who have investigated the
o( Bsan sr beast and u'.wys
Office
matter for the government
FUEL DEALER
Laa Vegas, New Mexico.
The point which remains unsettled
Is the question of type, whether the
canal shall be one of several locks
CKItKILLOS
above sea level, or at sea level with
mmmmmmmWmmmWmWmWKmWmBSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS
a single tide lock. On this point' 1
Screen
Coal,
hope to lay before the congress at an
Oerrillos SoftCoal,
early date the findings of the advisory
board of American and European en
gineers, that at my invitation have
Corn
H curr rvu, pralr,, tnlset, sores,
been considering the subject, together
old wtmnK lunv
xw.'illtii.'K, lmor.-wwith the report of the commission
Ixurn, chsprwl hands fnwt Mien, evo,
thereon; and such comments thereon
uml Im the nt:intl:ird mnetly fi r barbid
reference
or recommendations In
a A
wire cut on u.i( muls, harn'
as may seem necessary.
MMlilln jralls, 'wratchOH, pr!ae heel,
Omtlclvm Bm4
The American ppople Is pledged to
rkt-imiller, itrli, tnHiir'. ''to.
AND
the speediest possible construction of
WOOL,
It hi: a wound f r. m thn lxtUitn up J a canal adequate to met the demands'
nbd
lbnr'.j:iily rtul.M'plii1, kINU
whlrh tho commerce of the world will
NATIONAL AVE
PHONE 77
CACTL'S till. In wjUI tiV lru;rir1st. n
make
upon it, and 1 appeal most earI f"
.V..hC. r:il it txitt'.("4, (I
nestly to the congress to aid In the
A.
nlrd rii. nr wn! p:"iiiiil fcy li man fulfilment of the pledge, (liatlfylng
BRIO
-,
ClintMcUAl
A
OLNUY
,
T.
progress ha ben made during the past
CCMEHT
SIDEWALKS
tows, if riot ,litH!n:iiic n; your
tear and especially during the past
STONE
four months. The greater part of
the necessary preliminary work has
New Machinery for Making Crushed
Accept no Substitute.
been done. Actual work of excavation
Granite For
could be begun only on a limited seile
aie ir
till the canal zone was made a healthCEMENT WALKS.
Complete) Line of Atno'o Soap Always on Band
ful place to live In and to work In.
The best quality. All work guaranThe isthmus had to be sanitated first.
.
teed.
The task has been so thoroughly acEstimates given en brick and stone
Las Vet;!, New Mexico
complished that ypllow fever has been
On Railroad Track.
buildings.
virtually extirpated from the Isthmus
and the general health conditions
WALLACE A DAVIS,
gas riii.
.uJ) iiiiv.a.wd. h aama itwUtothl
Spor-letle-
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THE CLAIR. HOTEL.

.

American and European Plsn. euinmodtoua
Klectrtc
Steam Healed.
Sample Rooms.
OrLighted. Krery Boom a Good one. Short
der Department open Day and Night. Press
t he Button, We do the rest.
Santa Fe,
LACOMR A G ABEL,
Mew Mexico.

Proprietors.

Notarial

Las Vegas

V

Rubber Stamp Works,
Grand hvC.

Raton Vioitora
.

Who go to the Semberg
Hotel once no always.
Luxurious Kooms, Fine
Mals, Good Service.

Seaberg Hotel
P. CIDDIO
J5he

Lea Vcdo

Llct

IS

Merchant Tailor

cleaned and pressed.
rinthtnir
Fall
tallnrlnc a sDoclalty.
failles
goods now in stock.

506 Grand Avenue

Rear-Admir-
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Colio Willow
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Crock Cod,
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worth 13.00. now
Clutltomc, worth 2.2.ri, now . .
worth t.UO, now ...
Ummmfml, worth A75, now,.

pffJar

LUDWIC W!l.

1L,

BRIDOB HTKKKT, LA

OAIUY

look zor

OPTIQ

nam,

in

1

ttnp

The York

$ f.0

A gemlerosn'i

1.75

boot, built for thoie who demand

ttmfgn in footwear, Though iubtanti.il, yet ihapely

8,73

Ladies' '
Tailor Made
Suits

o

Si

J3 7t"

Having boujiht to entire tci k of clothe
wringer of a certain jobbing house
at a greatly reduced rut, are
offering tbera at what we usually have to pay.

?

VIOAt

mid
and uyliih

French calf button boot, medium
wide flat toe, winter weight lole

3,00

..THE II AKDWAItKM AN.

The

kind your cuitom ihoemaker would make

have the exclusive agencyi
in the citv fur the Charles A.
.. t
.
Stevens x Uroa. tailored sunt;,
and cloaks. The prices are'
right and every garment' i

at'

...

double our price.

Most florihclm ttylei

XtLUAH, N. M,

MEADOW CITY BRIEFS

President's Aessage

Judge II. S. Wooster, who has been
Ul for some time, ia weaker today.

(Continued from page 9).
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be deplorable. There will be no mou
Wanted 10,000 shares of Wake ey with which to meet pay-rol- l
obli
Milling ft Mining Co. stock. Address rations and none with which to meet
bills coming due for materials and
Box 484.
supplies, and there will be demorall
The Ethnological club meets at the station of the forces, here and on the
home of Miss Tamrao tonight at 8 isthmus, now working so harmonious
ly and effectively, if there is delay in
o'clock.
12-5-

J.

SHOE

strictly guaranteed. Anything

1

in ladies' wearing apparel.

gocds and prices. In connection we handle a swell line of
millinery.. We can please youv

AMU RMBALMFRS,

HHunmieg or tne amount necessary
621
The Fortnightly club dance at Ro- win be round in the accompanying re
Hall,
senthal hall Friday night will be well ports of the secretary of war and the
South Side Phza. Colorado Phone. 258
coviiniHHloa.
attended.
The Department of State.
Machinist Fox of the local Santa
i recommenu more adequate pro
Fe shopa, haa been given the posltio.1 vision than ha been made heretofore
of night foreman.
ing the work of the department of
State. Within a few years there has
The Mayflower band will give a beer, a very great increase in the
masquerade ball at Barber ball on amount and importance of the work
to be done by that department, both
New Year's night.
lu Washington and abroad. This has
Coffee berries are little things, yet that we know our coffee berries are
beeu
The Ice in the canyon la over six our caused by the great increase of
increase of they contain the elements of a break-(.ththe
trade,
foreign
right kind of coffee berries; the
Inches in thickness and as smooth as wealth
if they're kind that make a perfect, a aatiufy-thamong our people, which en
that
is,
happiness
glass. It is a skater's paradise.
ables them to travel more generally
Ing cup.
right kind of coffee berries.
than heretofore, the. increase of Amer
We make it our business to study
If you are using a 35 cent grade of
Taupert is showing a line of fine lean capital which is seeking invest the little things that go to make llfo coffee, impart happiness at your
Rosaries for holiday gifts. Person ment In foreign countries, and the
breakfast-tablby serving our
Interested in this line of goods should gtewth of our power and weight in happy, and it's because of this study
tne councils of the civilized world,
make as early selection.
Fresh roasted brand of Mou and Java Coffee, 35c lb or 3 lbs for
There has been no corresponding in
There will he a meeting of the Fra- crease of facilities for doing the work
TUB
ternal Union of America, lodge No. 77, afforded the department
New Mexico Coffee Roaster
having
charge of our foreign relations.
tonight and a full attendance is
Neither at home nor abroad is there
Election of officers.
a sufficient working force to do the
business properly. In many, respects
sickness Is a terrible thing. No one
The board of directors of the New me system wnicn was adequate to
Mexico hospital for the Insane held the work of twenty-five- ,
or even ten
really realizes it until he, or some one
their regular monthly meeting at years ago, is inadequate .now, and
In his family is at or near death's
should be changed. Our consular force
their offices on the west side today.
door.
Medicine is one thlnu; that
should be classified, and appointments
to
should
be
made
the several classes,
stands between life and death. Your
The Chapman lodge, A. F. and A. with
authority to the executive to as
physician writes you a prescription
M., will have work in the third de
sign the members of each class to
that will do you goo). It's uq to the
gree at their regular meeting Thurs duty at such posts as the interests
day evening and a full attendance Is of the service require, Instead of the
druggist do the rest.
(
desired.
appointments being made as at preBe on the safe si'Ia Brin? your
sent to specified posts. There should
The regular meeting of the Temple be an adequate inspection service, 'so
prescriptions whe e they will receive
Aid society will be held Wednesday that the department may be able' to
careful attentloa.
That, place is at
In the vestry of the temple at 3 Inform itself how the business of each
Is
consulate
being done, instead of
o'clock.
Prompt attendance is
depending upon casual private infor
mation or rumor. The fee system
should be entirely abolished .and
At the meeting of the school board due equivalent made in
salary to the
last night Miss Mary Dillon was elect- officers who now eke out their subsised teacher for the overflow room. tence by means of fees. Sufficient
We are now prepared
Bchool will close for the holidays provision should be made for a cleri
to
show you the celebratcal force in every consulate, composed
Dec. 22 and reopen Jan. 8.
ed Hart, Schaffner and
entirely of Americans, Instead of the
now
insufficient
which
Marx new Fall and
made,
provision
to
the very great demands
Owing
for space' made by the president's compels the employment of great
numbers of citizens of
coun
message, which is published today in tries whose services canforeign.,
be obtained
niwnh
local
and telegraphic mat- for less. money. At a large part of
full,
ter of importance Is crowded out
our consulates the office quarters and
the clerical force are Inadequate to
Charles
White was
conducted f tne performance of the onerous du
through the mysteries of Elkdom by lies imposed or tne recent provisions
the local lodge last night and returned of our immigration laws as well as
'
J
X
today to his home at Watrona, where by our Increasing trade. In many
of
the
of
world
lack
the
suit
parts
he holds a responsible position tt.h
the Langtry-Sharconstruction com- able quarters for our embassies, le
gations, and consulate detracts from
,
pany.
the respect in which our officers
ought to be held, and seriously im
The Normal university of this city pairs their weight and influence.
Is planning to bring the Santa Fe InSuitable provision should be mane
dian football team here for a game In for the expense of keeping our diplothe near future. The High school matic officers more fully informed of
and Normal football teams of this city what Is being done from day to day in
are also planning for their third and the progress of our diplomatic affairs
decisive game, each team having won with other countries, the lack of
such information, caused by Insufri
a game by the score of 6 to 0.
clent appropriations available for ca- ble tolls and for clerical and messen
Ernest Blood, who has for the past Her service, frequently puis our om
year been hghly successful as lessee cers at a great disadvantage and de
The
and manager of the Duncan, has not tracts from their usefulness.
salary list should be readjusted. It
renewed his contract.' The time
does not now correspond either to the
plred lam night Mr. Blood wishes to
thank Las Vegans most sincerely for Importance of the Bervlce to be rendered and the degrees of ability and
their patronage and support. Arthur
In the dlfferest
Lowe w ill manage the Duncan for the experienceorrequired
They're hand tailored,
to the differences In the
positions,
cost of living. In many cases the
coming year.
beautifully made and the
salaries are quite Inadequate.
very latest
THEODORE ROOSEVELT.
Prof, Hoenshel of the Raton high
school writes a long letter to The The Wliite House, December 5, 1905.
At
Optic In which he claims that the
The
fire
war
alarm
sounded this
player whom he certified as fair for
at
7:30 o'clock, tho members
morning
the Raton-La- s
football
Copyright 1905 by
Vegas
game
and who had withdrawn from the of the volunteer organization gatherHart Schaffner
Man
school two weeks before, was intend- ing at the department and quite a
ing to come back to school.
Prof. little excitement was aroused, but on
Iloenhel says that he did not violate
the spirit of the rules In certifying. Investigation It was found that there
The Optic has a faint hope that some wns no conflagration and that the
alarm had been occasioned by crossed
1
day in the far distant future the dissome other defect In the
cussion on this football matter may wires or
signal system.
end.

MRS. STANDISHi

Sixth Street, Opposite City
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Diamonds of Us.
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to-d- ay
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12-6- 9
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$1,00

o. a. Bouctmn,
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BROCK AND FEAGANS
LOS ANGELES, CAL.

Jewelers

If you want the full, piquant flavor
the choicest oysters, fresh from the
depths of the ocean, try the delicious
SCAL8HIPT OY3TER8. They are
taken from the shells, washed quickly
and put into a case of pure white
enamel, sealed, and packed in ice..
They are not opened until they reach
the dealer. They come out fresh J
firm, unbroken and full of the deli
r
cious
twang. The "Secret of!
their superiority lies in the use of thet
patent Sealshlpt Carrier.
of

fL,

?

A

&J$

&

SUITS,

salt-wate-

c. fJ. QTEARCJG, Qrcoor.
f

mo AND

SILKS
inch

1

SrjSkf

SPECIAL value in Outing
at.
LADIES'

COATS

;,,5-- .

J

all-wo- ol

for...

55c yd
'
J
f.
yC yU

Blouse Sweaters, 1200

Ci iA

P4V

EXTRA special sale ..Ladies' AO
Waists.... ....... yOC

,

'

MYTESTRONG EVERLASTING TAFFETA

f
1

imsi

VEQAS EXCLUSIVE DRY GOODS STORE

OVERCOATS

TOPCOATS

in

T'ttiinr
LAS

p

R1L

Importer

THE SEA TASTE

,

I?

fc. Duy-in-g

W buy Diamonds direct from the cutters and
purchase only Blue White and Extra Whit Perfect
Diamonds. We are now selling from a reserve stock
bour.ht for Investment several years ago.
Although th
price of Diamonds has advanced considerably we are enabled
to sell these fine Diamonds
at prices then prevailing.
Send for our handsome Illustrated Fall and
Christmas Catslof No. Si. It Is
We ship on approvel and pay all charges whether yon bay or not. We
rt'y on the high quality of our goods to merit and win your trade.

e
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Masonic Temple

Douglas Avenue

Ts Advantarp

e

fast-tabl- e

4'

-

.
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(Jrfemrmrs.

CALIFORNIA
Do Yotsr Shirts Nactf Buttons?

NICE AND CRISP
5 CTS A POUND

If they iln, send them to us. We
sew buttons on shirts and make
no extra charge. Special order
work 20 per cent extra.
O

o
o

lac veoas steam LAu:wnr
Phones: Colorado

81;

La Vega

1...

.

DAVIS

17.

2.oo. .ooooo.. .............o.

NEW CABBAGE

I

& SYDES
wwwitiiimnmi)inttw,'

:

HENRY LEVY, 517 6th St

.
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PARLORS

MILLINEKY AND DRESSMAKING

It's the Little Things of Life That
Contribute to Life's Happiness

f

It

will pay you to investigate our

a con

G. JOWJGEtJ

UNDERTAKER

training an emergency appropriation
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